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Debate finale
starts dash to
Election Day
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Joy Waldrop 4,
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business of
withholding news.
Ten Everett
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TONIGHT
The Murray Human Rights
Commision is planning a community forum on the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) to be held tonight at
Murray State University's Curris Center in the Tennessee
Room at 7 p.m.

SPORTS
After losing a 9-1 lead in the
first game, the Murray State
Racer volleyball team lost
momentum and the match to
Arkansas State 12-15, 5-15,
11-15. Page 8

FORECAST
Partly cloudy. Low in the
upper 40s. Southwest wind
around 10 mph. Wednesday,
partly sunny. High in the
upper 60s.
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• •

• •

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday -Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page *of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS
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Supreme Court won't review
grandparent visitation rights
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — The
Supreme Court refused to strike
down a Kentucky law that, like
similar laws in all other states,
provides grandparents with visitation rights to their grandchildren.
Without comment, the court
rejected arguments that such laws
unconstitutionally interfere with
parents' rights to raise their

children as they wish.
The court's action Monday is
not a decision on the merits of
the legal challenge to Kentucky's
law, and does not preclude the
possibility the justices some day
will review some state's similar
law.
But Monday's order was a
defeat for Stewart and Anne
King, who are under court order
• TURN TO PAGE 2
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FROM PAGE 1
But Clinton adviser George
Stephanopoulos dismissed the
comment. "I know Ross Perot
thought his six months on the
G.M. board was relevant but 12
years as governor of Arkansas
wasn't. It just doesn't wash."
The fights Monday night were
on familiar issues, but spiced at
times with the tension and intensity befitting a final clash.
Some highlights:
*TAXES: Bush argued that Clinton couldn't be trusted to keep
his pledge to raise taxes only on
the rich. "Mr. and Mrs. America
... watch your wallet because his
figures don't add up and he's
going to sock it right to the
middle-class taxpayer." Clinton
said Bush had zero credibility on
the tax issue and said Bush was
wrong to promise never to raise
taxes. But in implementing his
campaign promises, Clinton vowed: "If the money does not come
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including more than $2 million to
pay off Jones' debt from the 1987
race-for-lieutenant governor.
By putting Hall in the environmental job, with an additional
role in his own office, Jones was
trying to avoid criticism while
offering him a lucrative position
and sl111 using him as an adviser.
"It's obvious the governor
wanted to put him on the payroll" and use funds restricted to a
specific program, said Clark, DOkolona, co-chairman of a legislative subcommittee that reviews
the budget of the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet, which oversees the
program.
Clark told a subcommittee

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For

Dail% \11)nda

ship %%cel.1
Ho.'. hvli

seize northern Kuwait and then
"we went nuts" and to war when
the Iraqi leader seized the entire
emirate. "That is absolutely
absurd," Bush said. Clinton gave
Bush credit for his war leadership
but said Bush should own up to
"coddling" Saddam even after
he used mustard gas against his
own people.
The candidates were hardpressed to list key women advisers when asked to explain why
their closest aides were "white
men only." Bush at first named
Margaret Tutwiler, assistant to
James A. Baker III, and Rose
Zamaria, the assistant to the president for administration, before
naming his labor secretary and
trade representative. Perot mentioned his wife and four daughters, who are "telling me what to
do all the time." Clinton cited
his former chief of staff, Betsey
Wright, now a senior campaign
aide.

meeting Monday that Jones
should understand that the program needs more than a part-time
figurehead.
"I'm really concerned that we
might compromise the integrity
of the program with this."
Clark also questioned the difference in salaries between Hall
and Morgan Kelly, the former
acting director of the program,
who earned $36,200 a year. Kelly
is now an assistant to Hall.
Clark said he was concerned
about the operation of the underground storage tank program and
the appointment of a political
adviser to oversee it.
The program is complex and
somewhat problematical, and
needs a committed leader, he

FROM PAGE 1
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in creating the final version. The
engineers will meet with the
board in three to four weeks.
At that meeting, they will also
bring both the regular plan,
which includes the possibility of
a new municipal building, and
one which does not.
Approval of the plan is subject
to a vote of the parks board.
Hohman said officials from the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce have approached him about erecting the annual
Christmas in the Park displays
earlier this year to coincide with

said.
Natural Resources Secretary
Phillip Shepherd defended the
appointment at Monday's meeting, saying that Hall was asked
whether he would be able to
devote full time to it.
Hall said he could, with the
exception of a few hours a week
in the governor's office.
Also, cabinet officials have
been searching for months for a
director with more management
experience than Kelly, Shepherd
said.
Hall has virtually no experience in environmental protection
issues, and some argue that the
program simply needs more staff
to deal with the heavy volume of
requests for state help with cleaning up the tanks.

the date businesses begin their
Christmas promotions.
Because of his small staff,
Hohman said the only way the
event could begin earlier is placing timers on the displays to turn
them on and off automatically
and getting volunteers to ensure
the park's gate is locked nightly.
A decision will be made after
park and chamber officials meet
to discuss the possibility of a
change in the scheduling.
The board also approved paying a registration fee required by
the state for legal articles to be
filed designating Friends in the
Park as a non-profit organization.

II Supreme Court won't•••
FROM PAGE 1
to let W.R. King see their 5-yearold daughter, Jessica, twice a
week.
W.R. King is Stewart King's
father.
"It's just like the court is raising your child," Anne King said
in a telephone interview. "We
feel like we should have the right
to raise our child without the
court saying 'No, she has to do
this, you have to do that."
The Kings once lived in a

house W.R. King had built for
them on his farm in Boyle County, Ky. Stewart King, who worked at a factory in Danville, also
worked on the farm in return for
living rent-free and a portion of
the proceeds from the farm's
tobacco crop.
A rift developed between the
two King men, and Stewart
King's family moved from the
farm in 1988.
When Jessica's parents refused
to let W.R. King visit her on
occasion, he sued.
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BUSINESSES VICTIMIZED BY QUICK CHANGE ARTIST

Over the weekend, several local businesses were victimized by a 'quick
change artist. According to Murray Police Department reports, a man would
come into the business, order a small item and pay for it with a $50 bill and
the clerk would give him change. At that point, the man would give the clerk
the change from the $50 bill and a $5 bill, then give the clerk the $50 back
and ask for five $20 bills. The clerk would become confused and give the
man the bills. The suspect was described as a white male about 5 feet 7
inches tall, weighing 140 pounds. He had a thick mustache with fuzzy, dark
hair containing some gray. He was dressed in blue jeans, a leather jacket
and a blue cap. Anyone who has seen this individual is asked to call the
Murray Police Department at 762-0312 and ask for Det. Dean Alexander.

MURRAY POLICE RESPOND TO BURGLAR ALARM

The Murray Police Department responded to a burglar alarm at Cook's
Jewelry in the Central Shopping Center shortly after midnight Monday.
According to reports, when police arrived, they found the front door's glass
and two display cases had been broken. An undetermined amount of jewelry
was taken. Officer Alvin Parham and Det. Dean Alexander are investigating.

BUSINESS REPORTS THEFT OF TIRES, WHEELS

Carroll Mazda-Nissan-Volkswagen, 800 Chestnut St., reported to the Murray
Police Department that someone took the tires and wheels from a vehicle
parked on the lot sometime late Thursday Of early Friday. The incident was
investigated by Officer Tracy Guge.

MAN REPORTS THEFT OF STEREO EQUIPMENT

Martin Milknow, Northwood Drive, has reported a theft of sfereo equipment
to the Murray Police Department. According to reports, someone entered his
apartment Friday night and took the equipment The incident was investigated by Officer Clayton Hendricks.

September housing starts up 1.4 percent

•Legislators question...

our ( onstnienLe NoN% 011(r.

UPS Pick-Up
9

in to pay for these programs we
will cut other government spending or we will slow down the
phase in of the programs. I am
not going to raise taxes on the
middle class to pay for these
programs." Perot said generally
that he would raise taxes, asking
voters "to take fair, shared
sacrifice."
•VIETNAM DRAFT: Clinton
said he did not regret his opposition to the Vietnam War, but did
wish he had done a better job
responding to questions about the
steps he took to avoid the draft.
Bush said the issue wasn't avoiding the draft but whether Clinton's answers were part of "this
pattern" of evasive answers and
waffling. Perot came to Clinton's
defense, saying, "I don't look on
it as personally relevant."
*IRAQ: Perot and Bush clashed
when the Texas billionaire
alleged that Bush had in effect
told Saddam Hussein he could
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WASHINGTON (AP)- Housing starts unexpectedly rose 1.4
percent in September to their highest level in six months, the government said today. It was the second straight monthly advance.
The increase was paced by the sharpest gain in the Northeast in
15 months. Starts also rose in the South, but fell in both the
__ _ Midwest and West.
The Commerce Department said construction of new singlefamily homes and apartments totaled 1.26 million at a seasonally
adjusted annual rate, up from 1.24 million in August. The September total was the highest since 1.34 million last March.
The report also showed that starts jumped 12.6 percent in
August, even more than the 10.4 percent initial estimate. That was
the steepest increase since new construction surged 19 percent in
February 1991.
7"he economic consensus had called for a decline in September to
about 1.20 million. Analysts had said the August advance, the first
in three months, could not be sustained and that construction probably would level off for the remainder of the year.
The September increase accompanied a continuing decline in
mortgage rates, which dropped to 7.84 percent during the week
ended Sept. 11, according to a survey by the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corp. It was the lowest since 7.76 percent in June 1973.
Starts totaled 1.20 million at an annual rate during the JulySeptember quarter, up from a 1.14 million rate in the second quarter, when wet weather delayed construction in some areas and
before mortgage rates began to fall sharply.
For the first nine months of the year, total starts were 20.5 percent above the same period of 1991.
The report also suggested further improvement in the months
ahead. Building permits, often a barometer of future activity, rose
3.7 percent, to a 1.12 million annual rate.
Single-family starts increased 1.2 percent, to a 1.07 million rate,
after jumping 10.7 percent in August. Apartment construction
advanced 2.2 percent, to a 185,000 rate, on top of a 25.7 percent
jump a month earlier.

Chrysler posts $202 million
earnings during third quarter
DETROIT (AP) - Chrysler
Corp. said today that it earned
$202 million or 62 cents a share
in the third quarter, surpassing
analysts' most optimistic
predictions.
Chrysler lost $82 million, or
36 cents a share, in last year's
third quarter. Analysts had predicted the company would post
up to 55 cents a share in earnings
toda y.
The earnings for the No. 3
automaker, which also posted
unexpectedly strong earnings
three months ago, may be the
only positive financial news lately for U.S. automakers.
The other Big Three automakers - General Motors Corp. and
Ford Motor Co. - are expected
to report third-quarter losses next

week.
The automobile market is sluggish, but Chrysler's new Jeep
Grand Cherokee is so popular the
factory is working overtime to
meet demand; its new midsize
cars are selling briskly; and its
Dakota pickup already has set a
sales record with 2V2 months to
go in the year.
The third-quarter results
included a $101 million charge
for restructuring Chrysler's car
rental operations.
Third-quarter sales of $9.2 billion were 22 percent higher than
last year and a record for any
third quarter, Chrysler said.
Chrysler earned $178 million,
or 54 cents a share, in the second
quarter, far exceeding analysts'
estimates.
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College president advises midday napping
Westmar University in Le Mars,
the same memo for that
issued
Associated Prima Whet
school.
Some on Marycrest's
DES MOINES, Iowa — Gather
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Take
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tuck
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east of Des
miles
160
port,
a snooze. At midday. That's what
their heads
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of
the new president
in approval. Others say, "No
Marycrest University says people
Way!"
on campus should do.
"I have a class from 1 to 1:50,
Mediterra
and
Asian
"Latin,
I don't take 10 minutes out
so
nean peoples have long known
but I take 10 minutes out of
then,
medical
that contemporary
my own schedule. I just kind of
researchers have discovered naps
Stedare very good for us, spiritually, relax a little," said David
of
professor
an
associate
well,
Joseph
y,"
physicall
mentally and
D. Olander wrote in his first communications.
"It's a positive experience. I
directive after taking over Oct. 1.
"Therefore, I should like to have to admit I was not an experencourage each of you, sometime ienced napper. I'm used to combetween 1 and 2 p.m. every day, ing in early and staying late. But
to take a 10 to 15 minute nap. I have found the 10 minutes I
Please take time away from work take out of my schedule, I gain it
to refresh yourself by this simple back later on. I'm more
refreshed," Stedwell said last
'wellness' program."
over
week.
took
Olander, who also
Olander said it's OK to nap
last month as president of Teikyo

By ROGER MUNNS

during class.
"I would like to encourage
faculty who are teaching during
that hour to ask students simply
to lower their heads at their desks
with them and take a nap," he
wrote.
Yeah, right, said Kim Brown, a
junior from St. Peters, Mo.
"I'm sure the professors are
going to give up 10 minutes of
their lecture for a nap," she said.
Does napping work for her?
"Absolutely not," Brown said.
"I do the bulk of my sleeping at
night." As news editor of the
school paper, she is constantly on
the move.
"I'm very busy, very stressed.
For those who have time for a
nap, it's great, it's a good
refresher," Brown said. "But
those who don't have time, it's
impossible."
The school was founded in
1939 as Marycrest College.
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Jailer Ricky Parnell said.
There were many times whcn
Fulton County had to turn down
requests to hold prisoners from
nearby Carlisle and Hickman
counties, which don't have jails,
Parnell said.
Because of overcrowding, Parnell said Fulton County at times
had to pay $22 a day to house

•••

News of the World
CLINTON'S LEAD UNSHAKEN

eight
EAST LANSING, Mich. — Bill Clinton is emerging from an intense
days of televised campaign debates with his lead over President Bush
unshaken. The Democratic challenger won what he needed in the three
to
Great Debates of 1992 — and the embattled president has two weeks
Monday
the
in
aggressive
more
was
Bush
route.
find another comeback
night finale than in the first two debates, targeting trust as his issue and
hammering his charge that Clinton has a pattern of shifting, wavering positions. It wasn't new business, but his managers claimed it was working to
their advantage. Clinton countered that the president was not believable on
trust because he'd shifted his own positions on issues ranging from taxes to
farm export subsidies. Without a decisive moment or winner in the final
debate, there was no sign that it would shift the public polls running heavily
in Clinton's favor. A CBS News poll put it at 15 percentage points, an ABC
survey at 18, both just before the last debate.

ED
BOASTS AND BARBS; FEW MINDS CHANGabout

ATLANTA — James Walker arrived at a final debate party undecided
his choice and left it leaning toward Ross Perot. But a sampling of voter
reaction around the nation found other Americans' minds mostly unchanged
by what they heard in 90 minutes of boasts and barbs. At Monday night's
debate-watching gathering in a middle-class. black neighborhood here,
about 20 backers of Perot, Bill Clinton and President Bush all said their
views were reinforced by the candidates performance. Even the uncommitted mostly remained so. "Right now I'm farther away from being decided
than I was before," Yusuf Muwwakkil said.

OF THE LOW'
REACTION FROM 'THE LOWESToutrage
when President
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Democrats here howled with
Bush called Arkansas "the lowest of the low," but Republicans did little
more than wince, sigh and say they wished the president hadn't used such
harsh words to describe their state. Bush repeatedly criticized Clinton's
record during their final presidential debate Monday night, saying the Arkansas governor "will do for the United States what he's done for Arkansas,
and we don't want to be the lowest of the low." Clinton shot back that "I
have to defend the honor of my state" and ticked oft a list of accomplishments. "All I can say is that Bush is wrong about Arkansas," said Jay Dickey of Pine Bluff, Ark., a Republican running in a mostly Democratic southern
Arkansas congressional district. "The whole truth is that we've got wonderful people who are hard-working and who care about their country and who
would rather not be characterized as living in a poor state."

ED
HUNGRY KIDS, BREAKFAST FUNDS GO IGNOR
breakfast at

WASHINGTON — Record numbers of low-income children eat
school, but millions more may start the day hungry because schools fail to
offer federally subsidized breakfasts, a research group said today. "At a
time of severe financial difficulties in states and households across the
country, it makes no sense at all to ignore federal money that is readily
available," said Robert J. Fersh, executive director of the Food Research
and Action Center, or FRAC. According to the research and advocacy
group, more than 41,000 schools do not serve breakfast although they are
eligible to participate in an Agriculture Department program that would reimburse them for a share of each meal. Nationwide, 88,986 schools participated in the National School Lunch Program during fiscal year 1992, but just
53.5 percent — 47,627 schools — offered breakfast.

Y
CIA'S FAILURE NOTED ON ANNIVERSAR
Cuban informant

WASHINGTON — The flatbed trailers were so long, the
said, that mailboxes and lampposts had to be removed so the vehicles could
1962
negotiate corners in the road. Another informant in September which
of
seven
trailers,
eight
and
trucks
16
of
convoy
a
seeing
described
length
were carrying "what looked like huge tubes extending over the entirecarrying
of the flatbed and completely covered with canvas." The eighth was
dozens of
what looked like radar equipment, he said. These were among
up to
leading
weeks
the
in
Cuba
in
informants
from
reports the CIA received
crisis. The agency
the defining moment of the Cold War: the Cuban missile
the world the
dismissed them all. This intelligence failure, which brought
historical seminar
a
of
topic
the
was
war,
nuclear
to
been
has
ever
it
closest
y of the crisis.
Monday at CIA headquarters to mark the 30th anniversar

'VICTORY'
70 DEATHS A DAY IS A
70 people starve to death

or die of
BAIDOA, Somalia — Every day, about
center of Somalia's
diseases linked to malnutrition in this town at the
lower than last
famine, the Red Crescent Society says. But that is stillby relief workers
achieved
was
victory
The
average.
month's 200-a-day
who steal food
fighting hunger and disease and contending with looters the thing above
before it can reach the starving. "It's only barely keepingagency Concern.
water," said Michael McDonna, of the Irish humanitarian

ICALLY CORRECT
BARBIE NOW SPEAKS POLIT
grumble, "Math class is tough," an

LOS ANGELES — Barbie will no longer
Inc. has agreed to
utterance a women's group considered sexist. Mattel
-averse doll for
redesign Teel Talk Barbie and offered to swap the math
Association of Unianother talking Barbie. Earlier this month, the American called for a recall,
versity Women blasted the math comment as sexist and
confidence in
saying Barbie's trouble with arithmetic could undermine girls'
said she
Schuster,
Sharon
president,
group's
the subject. On Monday, the
was satisfied with the toymaker's offer.

"We can make right around
$300,000 a year" by holding
state and out-of-county prisoners,
Parnell said.
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prisoners elsewhere.
The county contributes about
$100,000 annually to the jail
budget, and the addition will cost
$22,000 a year, he said.
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Slaying suspect
charged with
burglary counts
MORGANFIELD, Ky.(AP) —
A man jailed in the stabbing
death of a Union County woman
last week was charged with four
additional robbery and burglary
counts.
Terry Frazier, 31, had been
charged with murder, robbery and
burglary and ordered held without bond in the Friday slaying of
Tina M. Waggener outside her
house.
The.additional charges Monday
include one count of first-degree
armed robbery, two counts of
first-degree burglary and one
count of burglary with theft of
more than $300, all felonies. The
charges stem from the robbery of
a woman in her home a week ago
and the Sept. 5 burglary of
another house.
Sheriff Ron Girten said he and
a deputy found Frazier drunk in a
farm field about a mile south of
Morganfield on Friday.
Authorities say Frazier encountered Tina Waggener when he
showed up at her home looking
for her husband, Doby Waggener.
Police say Frazier knew the Waggeners and that the three of them
had been schoolmates together.
The robbery charge alleges that
Frazier used a crowbar to enter a
Morganfield house three blocks
from the Waggeners' around
11:15 p.m. CDT last Tuesday,
threatened an elderly woman and
took an undetermined amount of
money and jewelry.
The other charges involve the
burglary last month of a house
three doors away from the Waggeners in which items valued at
$14,750 — including furs, silver,
a stereo and a videocasette recorder — were stolen.
Police said more than $13,000
worth of items taken in the September burglary were recovered
before Frazier's arrest on Friday.
More property taken in the burglary was found at Frazier's girlfriend's house after his arrest, but
she .has cooperated with investigators and has not been charged,
police added.
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Fulton adds beds to detention center
HICKMAN, Ky.(AP) — State
officials are expected this week
to inspect and certify a $415,000
addition to the Fulton County
Detention Center.
The 45-bed expansion to the
20-bed Fulton County Detention
Center may actually save the
county money if it can attract
enough out-of-county business,
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Asibeciated Press News Analysis

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.' •

EAST LANSING, Mich. —
Bill Clinton is emerging from an
intense eight days of televised
campaign debates with his lead
over President Bush.. unshaken.
The Democratic challenger won
what he needed in the three Great
Debates of 1992 — and the
embattled president has two
weeks to find another cotneback
route.
Bush was more aggressive in
the Monday night finale than in
the first two debates, targeting
trust as his issue and hammering
his charge that Clinton has a pattern of shifting, wavering positions. It wasn't new business, but
his managers claimed it was
working to their advantage.
Clinton countered that the
president was not believable on
trust because he'd shifted his own
positions on issues ranging from
taxes to farm export subsidies.
Without a decisive moment or
winner in the final debate, there
was no sign that it would shift
the public polls running heavily
in Clinton's favor. A CBS News
poll put it at 15 percentage
points, an ABC survey at 18,
both just before the last debate.
No presidential candidate has
overcome polling odds like those
this late in a campaign, and even

P11131-1.tillED BY Mt rRRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

Letters to the Editor

1447-.

Says Quayle's tactics were rude
Dear Editor
On the evening of Oct. 13, the major radio and television networks
displayed the only vice presidential debate to be seen by the nation
through the mass media. This is where Dan Quayle sealed the reason
why he has been the butt of so many jokes during the four years he
has been in office.
As soon as he walked on the stage he began the charade. This
quickly fell to the wayside after he began his prepared cheap shots at
hitbroponent, Senator Al Gore, and his nervous, uncalled-for laughter
at his own useless jokes. Quayle acted unbelievably immature, and
was incredibly rude to his debate opponents, as well as the moderator.
Quayle attempted to dominate every discussion period.
Quayle refused to stay on the chosen subjects during the fiveminute discussion periods taking more than the allowed time. For
example, a question posed by Sen. Gore involved a plan brought up at
the first presidential debate by President Bush about removing missiles aimed at the U.S. from Russia. Gore went on to say that the
agreement soon unraveled. When the question was posed to Quayle he
nervously proclaimed it was simply a commitment.
Another thing that stood out was Quayle's attempt to appeal to the
emotions of the people. When the subjects of abortion and urban suffering were brought up, Quayle elaborated on stones concerning former gang members and a woman who regreued ever having an abortion. Quayle's fiery, condescending mood changed to a tearful, almost
misty display in his voice and facial expression.
The vice president also attacked Democratic presidential candidate
Bill Clinton about how he felt Clinton could not handle meetings with
world leaders due to his indecisiveness. Quayle needs to learn the difference between the fantasy of television and the reality of life before
he attacks anyone.
I believe Al Gore took it all in stride and stuck to the issues in a
way that the American people could understand. He certainly did not
turn the debate into a circus.
I think Quayle's tactics were rude and unprofessional. The American public could not even get a fair shake at hearing all of the issues
in a civil and equal manner. Quayle is an embarrassment to the Republican ticket and to any Republican voter.
As a young voter, I feel America needs leaders who can get to the
point and get the job done. We need a president and a vice president
with character, not a president and vice president who are characters
that resemble court jesters.
Aimee Imes
201 South 15th Street, Murray
Ms. Imes: Thank you for your letter. While not a Quayle fan. I feel it
should be brought out many of the tactics you refer to — attempting
to dominate every discussion period, going over the alloted time, and,
yes, even being rude — may not be seen as courteous behavior, but
they are accepted debating techniques. Politics aside, many observers
felt the vice presidential debate was closer to a "real" debate than any
of the three presidential debates.
Daniel T Parker

on Oct. 11. Vice President Dan
Quayle hammered it in his debate
with Sen. Al Gore, Clinton's running mate, saying the Democratic
candidate "has trouble telling the
truth."
Bush wasn't quite that confrontational, but he was on the
offensive.
Campaign advisor James Lake
said the trust issue had showed
signs of success for Bush after
the St. Louis debate, and more
headway after Quayle toughened
it in the Atlanta vice presidential
debate. But Lake said Bush's
campaign polls showed a stall
after the Richmond debate where,
he acknowledged, Clinton scored
best.
He said the East Lansing aim
was to get back to trust as an
issue, and to make that the target
the rest of the way.
But the president's perilous
situation showed in his schedule:
he was heading South, to hunt
votes in territory that had been
reliably Republican and now
tends toward Clinton. And Clinton was going West later this
week, to appear in states that had
been out of Democratic reach; in
part, his final campaign missions
will seek to bolster the rest of the
ticket, particularly Senate and
House candidates.
He's looking for a mandate on
Nov. 3, with margins and

alliances that would help a newly
elected president persuade Congress to do things his way next
year.
Clinton had said that was one
reason he wanted debates, to put
his programs before the widest
possible audiences. The debates
got that, 80 million and up.
For Clinton, as for challengers
before, debating the president
meant standing on an equal footing, closing the stature gap that
sometimes goes to the man in the
White House. Even though he
leads the polls, he's the lesser
known to the voters.
None produced major breakthroughs for either side, none produced major blunders by any of
the candidates. Since it was Bush
who needed a campaign turnaround, that was to Clinton's
advantage.
Time is almost up, as Bush
noted when he assailed Clinton's
record as governor of Arkansas
where, he said, things are "lowest of low."
"You haven't heard me mention this before, but we're getting
close now," the president said,
"and I think it's about time."
• • • •
(Walter R. Mears, vice president
and columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 25 years.)

A picture of life in Murray

'Common bond' links writer, reader

•

Republican strategists tempered
their claims of a coming turnaround with acknowledgments that
time is running short.
In the end, the three, three-way
debates — independent Ross Perot was the extra contestant —
provided a close-up national look
at the candidates, but did not
markedly change the race.
Perot remained the cantankerous outsider, the "cur dog here,''
he said Monday night, barking at
both nominees with lines that bit
hardest at Bush, and promoting
his own TV series, in paid campaign broadcasts. He said he was
spending S60 million of his own
money to run.
For all that, debate that
counted was between the major
party contestants for the White
House, and in that match, Bush
hit stride in the windup. Time
and again he turned the debate
back to his line of attack, saying
Clinton can't be trusted because
he shifts positions and tries to
take all sides.
"There is this pattern that has
plagued him ... about trying to
have it both ways on all these
issues," Bush said. He'd gone
after Clinton on that before.
"You can't turn the White
House into the waffle house,"
he'd said in the Richmond, Va.,
debate Thursday night. He'd
raised it in the St. Louis opener

By WALTER R. NEARS

Dear Editor
As I picked up the last Ledger Se Times to read from a stack that
had accumulated after an eight-day vacation, there was another Cal
Thomas column. I believe the date was Oct. 3. The tide was "A
farewell to Boo." Here was a truly heartfelt tribute to his pet cat
which had been killed, the words becoming more and more illegible
through tears as I read. For the first time, in the years I have disagreed
with almost everything Mr. Thomas writes, here finally was a topic on
which we have something in common. In the 41 years of our marriage
we have been through a number of pet burials in the yards of every
place we lived — always with great sorrow and tears for the faithful
one we had lost. I wholeheartedly agree with Mr. Thomas that "God
did us a wonderful favor when He made animals."
We have two dogs and three cats, each with very different personalities. Of the three cats, one is very special to me — like Boo was to
Mr. Thomas. Hooty (she looks like an owl) came to us as a stray in
Kansas 10 years ago with a tooth knocked out, a piece of ear gone,
and pregnant. This cat definitely needed nursing and mothering which.
I am sure, is why we are so close.
On the night of the beginning of Desert Storm, Hooty was napping
on my lap as we watched the evening news explode into the aerial
attack on Baghdad. Until this zero hour we had hoped for some sense
of compassion and responsibility — in violent opposition to wars in
general and this one in particular. But this was not to be. As I thought
of what must be happening to innocents under the missiles, tears
began rolling down my cheeks, eventually dampening Hooty's soft
fur.
Instantly she awoke from her nap and, looking intently into my
eyes, inched her way up to my face where she remained, rubbing my
chin with her head and absorbing the tears. Her loud purring almost
drowned out the exploding noise of the TV. In her way she was telling
me she understood something was terribly wrong.
I dread the day when Hooty takes her leave, but our cats live in a
wire-covered enclosure in a corner of our yard where they are safe
and secure. Our bird friends seem to know they are separated from
danger as they eat or drink in another area of the yard.
No doubt, the next time I read Cal Thomas, my blood pressure will
rise and I may be writing to the editor to return it to normal, but his
obvious pain over his loss presented a moment of common bond.
Humans are an enigma, aren't they?
Betty Duvall
207 No. 16th, Murray
•••

Just drop us a line
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor, We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the !allowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writa, with the
wnter's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
general interest Let4ers must not be more than SOO words. The Murray
Ledger A Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
P.O. *A 1040. Murray, KY 42071.

Until her final illness, my
mother — who lived in New
Jersey — was an avid reader of
the Murray Ledger & Times. In
fact, it was the only newspaper
she read those last four years,
though she'd been an inveterate
New York Times fan for a lifetime before that.
In recent years, Mother had
wearied of the mayhem in the
metropolitan New York area and,
once past 80, she avoided watching the news on TV and reading
it in the papers. When I gave her
a gift subscription to this newspaper for Christmas four years
ago, she became an avid newspaper reader once again.
"There are no muggings, or
murders to read about," she said
of Murray's daily. "No bad
news."
My mother formed some very
definite impressions of Murray
by reading this publication. She
became convinced, for instance,
that Murray was a Norman Rockwell town, untouched by the
decadence that seemed to permeate the rest of the country. One
obvious sign of the good life here
was the apparent longevity of our

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger 81. nines columnist
citizenry, a conclusion my mother
drew from her careful reading of
local obituaries.
"Why, it's almost as if no one
under 70 ever dies there," she
remarked to me once, after calculating that the average age of
death on the obituary page that
day was 75.
Whenever notice of an untimely death was printed, my mother
— though she was a thousand
miles away — mourned as if the
bereavement were just next door.
She said many a rosary for those
who'd lost young ones, whether
they were Catholic or not. "It
doesn't matter what religion," she
insisted. "Every little bit helps."
Of course, she loved reading
her daughter's "Main Street" column, especially when it dealt

with family stories. Occasionally,
however, she was dismayed when
she was the focus of a story in
which she felt she had not been
presented in the most flattering
light.
"Now why did you go and tell
them that?" she demanded if I let
slip a family secret.
Another time she huffed, "You
always thought your Aunt Regina
was a saint." That was when I
wrote about how I loved spending summers in the city with my
cousins, the Kellys, each year. I
redeemed myself by writing a tribute to her for Mother's Day in
1990. That column, one of her
favorites, was read as a eulogy at
mother's funeral.
Before her stroke, my mother
always enjoyed the regular col-

umn on contract bridge, though
she sometimes felt that the writer
was too conservative a bidder for
her flamboyant style of card playing. And the variety of activities
highlighted in the daily calendar
never ceased to amaze her.
Because of that, my mother imagined that people in Murray must
always be busy...going to meetings, plays, concerts'and Alcoholics Anonymous.
Mother's favorite feature in the
paper was Dr. Gott's column, and
she frequently praised his downto-earth responses to readers'
questions. "Now why don't they
have doctors like that here," she
said more than once.
Though I reminded her Dr.
Gott was not a local physician,
she liked to think that he too was
part of the perfect mental picture
she'd formed of flawless Murray.
The Murray Ledger & Times
provided a valuable link between
my mother and me. Through it,
she grew to know the community
and it made her happy to think of
me here — in a small town filled
with tine, hard-working people
and smiling, scrub-faced children.

Attention to amendments
FRANKFORT — With a scant
two weeks to go before election
day, supporters of the three
amendments to the Kentucky
Constitution on the Nov. 3 ballot
will be adding their voices to airways nearly filled already with
political pleas for votes.
The big question is whether the
.voters themselves — a near
record number registered
throughout the state — are in any
mood to hear yet another appeal
added to those coming their way
from presidential candidates, congressional candidates, legislative
candidates and local candidates
of various stripes. The din is getting very loud out there.
One thing clear is that amendment supporters have to begin by
introducing voters to the fact
they're on the ballot at all. A
recent poll by the religious and
charitable organizations supporting Amendment No. 1 found only
30 percent had even beard of it.
Amendment No. 1 legalizes for
the first time bingo and other
games of chance used to raise
money for churches and charities.
Most voters who hear about the
amendment say they support it,
but voters who don't know an
amendment is on the ballot or
don't readily understand its par-

Todd Divan
Syndicated columnist
pose tend either not to vote or to
vote against it out of general
principle.
As for Amendment No. 2 and
Amendment No. 3, it's doubtful
any greater percentage of voters
know about them than about the
so-called bingo amendment. In
very general terms, Amendment
No. 2 allows governors after Brereton Jones to succeed themselves in office and to move most
elections to even-numbered years.
Amendment No. 3 abolishes several of the lesser elected offices
and gives the governor the power
to appoint them.
The formal organization put
together by Jones to support the
second and third amendments has
not only the job of informing voters of their existence, it also has
to convince voters to approve
what aselosiats so major changes
in elections and in rtecteil gov.
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ernment in Kentucky.
That's a tall order with two
weeks to go even if the organization, Vote Yes for Change, can
come up with the $250,000 originally budgeted for promoting the
two amendments.
Right now, the only known
organized opposition to any of
the three amendments is from
Superintendent of Public Instruction John Stephenson, whose
powerless elected position would
be eliminated altogether by both
the second and third amendments.
Unfortunately for the amendments' supporters, Stephenson
doesn't have the money for a
major campaign. His behavior
since knowingly running for a job
with no power and a token salary
is the best reason around for people to vote to do away with it and
him Nov. 3.
So, with the shot clock ticking

down toward election day, what
do you do to get the people's
attention on constitutional
amendments amid all the other
political claptrap being thrown at
them? You go to the two people
in the entire Commonwealth of
Kentucky guaranteed to have the
eye and ear of practically everybody — Rick Pitino and Denny
Crum. They've joined Jones'
team for 30-second radio commercials and newspaper advertisements supporting the second
and third amendments.
Now, the UK and U of L
basketball coaches may be experts on winning basketball games,
but what do Pitino and Crum
know about constitutional government in Kentucky?
Doesn't make an iota's difference. The two of them could
decide to run as a ticket for president and vice president of the
United States (which I'll pass on)
and George Bush or Bill Clinton
could forget about Kentucky's
electoral votes next month.
Should the voters of Kentucky
trust the bingo players, the governor and the basketball coaches
about the three amendments?
Believe it or not, yes, and next
week
explain why.
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Millionaire nun giving winnings away
took
REDWOOD CITY, Calif. (AP) — Sister Josephine Contris
turned
she
why
wasn't
that
but
a vow of poverty 54 years ago,
clown $40,000.
She was after higher stakes — and won. A cool 51 million California lottery jackpot that she called "a first-class miracle."
"It was a shock, but a beautiful shock," she said Monday.
Sister Josephine, cheered on by other nuns from the Mount
Alverno Convent in Redwood City, a San Francisco suburb, won
the big prize Saturday night.
She hit the jackpot after deciding to take a chance in the Big
.
Spin game rather than accepting the lesser, though certain, amount
is."
ity
commun
the
mean
I
—
"And I'm ending up a millionaire
she said. "It's not my money, it's the community's."
of
Sister Josephine's winnings will go to her order, the Sisters
retired
support
help
to
go
money
the
St. Francis. She is asking that
Franciscan nuns and sisters working for the poor.
"We weren't geuing much of a salary years ago — nothing to
now
put aside for retirement. The sisters need to be taken care of
hopes
71
at
who
ne,
Josephi
Sister
said
years,"
d
in
advance
they're
to retire in a few years.
Among the nuns who could benefit are those who live at the
order's Marian Residence in San Maria.
Sister Monica, a nun at Mount Alverno, said: "It's an answer to
a prayer."
"It couldn't have come at a better time," she said.
Sister Josephine, originally from Aberdeen, Wash., has been a
nun for 54 years. Most of that time she was a grammar school
teacher and principal in Montana, Washington, Oregon and California. In 1979 she became the Sister of St. Francis' provincial treasurer, handling the order's finances for the West Coast.
She advanced to the Big Spin game with a scratch-off card she
bought at a delicatessen. She scratched off two numbers that gave
her a choice of accepting $40,000 or trying for more by spinning a
wheel on which prizes ranged from $30,000 to $1 million. Members of her order urged her to take the chance.
"They said, `You're always lucky, so go for it,' and I did," she
said.
The little ball first landed in a slot marked $30,000, then
bounced out and lodged in one marked 51 million.
"As someone said to me, 'God gave it a little push down to the
million,— Sister Josephine said.
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Networks still plan to project winner before polls close
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results
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that
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-40
of Enrique Camare
Continuous
government witness. of sporting events, such as the
will not be heard at the trial of mony of a
-5 Year Warranty
Alvarez, a Mexican gynecolo- Olympics, when they're shown
num Gutters
Alumi
two men accused of involvement
g
keepin
of
d
on tape delay.
in the U.S. drug agent's murder. gist, is accuse
(Commarcial & Residential)
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FREE ESTIMATES
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"unfair
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tape would
ico and brought to the United order to protect the integrity of
cial" to Dr. Humberto Alvarez
SUPPLY COMPANY
the American electoral process,"
States for trial.
Arce.
Inc. 753-3361
Machain and Ruben Zuno
208 E. Main
The trial is expected to begin Gans said.
Zuno, a Mexican citizen, was
Gans, whose group has studied
convicted in Los Angeles in 1990 later this month.

Couple found guilty of killing
daughter in exorcism attempt

To report local news — 753-1916

Judge rules Camarena tape
won't be played during trial

OCTOBER 20-24
ELECTRIC WATER
HEATER

Al GUTTERS

Call
753-7020

25% OFF

25% OFF

2 FOR 30.00

BASIC FLEECE SEPARATES FOR MISSES
$19.00 Each if purchased individually

STAFFORD° SPORTCOATS AND TROUSERS
FOR MEN
Sale 99.99 Reg. $120. Blazer
Sale 36.99 Reg. $50. Trousers.

ALL MEN'S FANCY DRESS SHIRTS FROM
STAFFORD° AND STAFFORD° EXECUTIVE

FOR CHILDREN

FOR MEN

FOR WOMEN
33% OFF

SAVE ON

25% OFF

30%-33% OFF

SAVE ON

25% OFF

ALL MEN'S AND YOUNG MEN'S LEVI'S° JEANS

ALL PATCHES° BIKINIS

ALL HANDBAGS Reg. $20 and up

RS°
GREAT SHIRTS FROM ST. JOHN'S BAY, DOCKE
MEN
FOR
°
CLUB
HUNT
AND

SALE 14.99

SAVE ON

SELECTED SWEATERS FOR MISSES, PETITES
AND WOMEN
Reg 19 99

GINA PETERS SPORTSWEAR FOR MISSES

YOUNG MEN'S BUGLE BOY° APPAREL
Sale 16.99 Reg $25 Pants

•

so.

JCPenney associates
are proud supporters of
The United Way.

25% OFF

25% OFF

SELECTED BOYS SWEATERS AND SLACKS

SELECTED STAFFORD° SHOES FOR MEN
Sale. 56.99 Reg. $75. Wingtip

I" 1992 JCPenney Company Inc
Regular prices appearing in this ad are offering prices only.
Safes may or may not have been made at regular price'
Percentages off represent SIIIVOI9111 on regular prices or
Sloe prices ettective through October 22nd unless °Merv*** noted
prices Reductions on original priced merchanoriginal prices intermediate markdowns may have been taken on ortgintel
Values
dise effective until Heck is depleted AN sale* eeclude JCPenney Sowed

GIRLS' AND BOYS' UNDERWEAR

GIRLS' AND BOYS' SOCKS

25% OFF

30% OFF

GIRLS' AND BOYS' SLEEPWEAR

Stole 1-lours•
lion Sat 10-9
Sun 12O5
Salon HOU"
Mon -Tun -Wed. 10-8
frt. 5-11
Thum
Sat 0-41: Sun 1-5

Sale Prices Effective Through Thursday

cono,enor0
750-1400
cataiog Prom
750-4000
1012724061

Penney

Chestnut Hills • Murray

Vosi

-.141
14.

_
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MURRAY TODAY
Baby boy born on Oct. 17
Joshua Michael Colsoa
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wayne
Colson of Rt. I, Box 547-1,
Hardin, are the parents of a son,
Joshua Michael Colson, born on
Saturday, Oct. 17, at 2:04 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed seven
pounds seven ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is

the former Leandra Michelle
Brown. Grandparents are Mrs.
Helen Boggs, P.O. Box 742,
Murray, and rs. Gloria Lassiter,
Rt. 1, Box 112A, Almo. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Louise
Childress of Alm% Mrs. Ruby

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

I.

Two separate programs on the contraceptive Norplant, innovative
form of birth control, will be presented Saturday, Oct. 24, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Dr. Robert Korolevich, a family practitioner with Hughes and Korolevich Medical Offices and a member of
the medical staff at the hospital, will be the seminar's guest speaker.
Norplant, which is placed under the skin of a woman's arm during a
simple office procedure, prevents pregnancy for five years. Programs
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 11 a.m. in the third floor classroom of the
hospital. To register for this free seminar, call 762-1384.

Stallons of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Willie D. Brown of Dexter.

Leonard will be speaker
Sunny Slop* Church of Christ, located five miles out Old Mayfield Road,
Paducah, will conduct a :arias of gospel meetings on Friday and Saturday,
Oct. 23 and 24, at 7 p.m. and on Sunday, Oct. 25, at 9:30 and 10:30 a.m.
and 2:30 p.m. The speaker will be Charles Leonard of Rienzi, Miss., a
native of West Kentucky. The public is invited to attend. For more information call 1-554-2496 or 1-554-3387.

Dr. Rose will be speaker

Wetly

e.. •

MAGAZINE CLUB — Mayme Nell Staudacher, center, gave a
review of Kentucky writer Robert Penn Warren's book, World
Enough and Time, at a meeting of Murray Magazine Club at Holiday Inn. Lois Sparks, left, vice president, introduced the speaker.
Edith Noffsinger, right, president, was hostess. The club will meet
Thursday, Oct. 22, at 2 p.m. at Holiday Ion.

rs,

Women's Conference scheduled

I A,4
Mr. and Mrs. Darron Lee Gibson

Covill and Gibson vows
are said at New Bedford

ir
•

Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow "

.410,

Dr. Jo. Ross will be spacial speaker at a Bill of Rights Symposium on
Thursday, Oct. 22, from 7 to 8 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. He
will speak on 'Freedom of Expression and The First Amendment. This symposium is made possible through a grant from the Kentucky Humanities
Council. The public is urged to attend, said Ben Graves, library director.

IP to

Elizabeth Ann Covill and Danon Lee Gibson were married Saturday, Aug. 29, at the Rotch-Jones-Duff House and Garden, New Bedford, Mass.
itir•
The Rev. Ernest Cockrell officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond A. Covill of
Mass.
Mattapoisett,
753-4175
Whttnell
at
Glendale
Parents of the groom are Mr. and Mrs. Marshall L. Gibson of
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5.30
Murray.
Sarah M. Atkinson of Arlington, Va., was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Kim Gibson of Murray, sister of the groom, and Melissa
Ruboy of Washington, D.C.
Best man was Peter S. Covill of New Bedford, brother of the bride.
Groomsmen were Chad Gibson of Murray, brother of the groom, and
Carol to plan
David R. Covill of Evergreen, Colo., brother of the bnde.
your businesiss
Ringbearer was Christopher R. Covill, nephew of the bride.
A reception followed at the Wamsutta Club, New Bedford.
mu
incentive
couple spent their honeymoon on a cruise in the southern
The
ion
appreciat
Can bbean.
glinted:rm.
They are now residing in Westport, Mass.
The bride graduated from Tabor Academy and Boston University,
where
she received a bachelor of arts degree in psychology. She is a
certificate*
customer service representative at Humphrey, Covill and Coleman
Insurance Agency, Inc., New Bedford.
and
The groom is a graduate of Murray High School and recently sold
Christman his publishing firm in Oregon. He is a commercial artist and is curParties: rently working on a degree in graphic design.

Charlie's Sate-T
Discount Pharmacy

os

"•.;

Aurora, KY
474-2774

A
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Anne Adams, left, and Bonnie Jones

4/4
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Zetas hear Adams speak

s•-•

•

•••-•••••
•

•
•

Anne Adams, director of Murray Tourism Commission, talked
about "Freedom Fest" at the September meeting of Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club
held at the club house.
Ms. Adams discussed the help
that the Freedom Fest activities
gives to Murray, both in a patriotic and financial way. The event
is held each year during the
fourth of July holidays.
She was introduced by Bonnie
Jones, program chairman, who
presented her with a Woman's

Club cookbook as a gift.
Hostesses were Katie Outland,
Peggy Brown, Laverne Ryan and
Dew Drop Rowleu.
"Zetas Day Out" will be Thursday, Oct. 22. The department
members will meet at 10:15 a.m.
at the club house parking lot to
go to Paducah for a tour of the
Quilt Museum and lunch on
Riverboat Jubilee. Neva Grey
Allbritten, Jane Fitch, Vivian
Hale, Bonnie Jones and Geri
Andersen, hostesses, will call for
reservations.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
1."
00 Includes Sitting Fee and
Choice of Backgrounds.

a5

—Christmas Cards Available-Families Welcome—
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MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO

715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday I Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 700 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Coll About Weekly Spectate *

IlisonTkotogeaphy

•

YMCA Family Night Saturday
YMCA Family Night will be.Saturday. Oct. 24, at 5:30 p.m. at Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. A sandwich potluck meal will be
served. All YMCA participants and members of any United Way Agency and
boards are invited to attend. The Halloween theme will be used. For more
information call 759-YMCA.
?.

Special forum is tonight
The United We Stand Kentucky, the Murray-Calloway County Chapter,
will feature in the public interest a U.S. Congressional Forum prior to the
Presidential Election. Candidate Tom Barlow, Democrat, Forum will be
tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Building, Highway
641 North. 'The goal of the United We Stand Kentucky organization is to
seek to clarify the various political candidates' stand on the public issues
and then seek to hold them accountable for those positions once they are in
public office,' said Clara Humphrey, co-publicity chair. Also on Tuesday, a
reception for Barlow will be at 6 p.m. at Weaks Community Center.

CWU Halloween event Wednesday

.•

/
l- --,'

Harry Allieti*
Loam Allis**

East Calloway Elementary School Site Based Decision Making Council
will meet today (Tuesday) at 5:15 p.m. at the school. Jim Feltner, principal,
urges all members and interested persons to attend.

A celebration of 'Octobarlest' will be Saturday, Oct. 24, from 2 to 8 p.m.
at Knights of Columbus Hall, Squire Hale Road, Murray. Members of the
'Octoberfesr 1992 invites the public to participate in the festivities. There
will be lots of food, games for the children as well as the adults, an auction
and several raffle items. All proceeds will go to improvements of the Parish
center arid PSR of St. Leo's Catholid Church.
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East Site Based meeting today

'Octoberfest' planned Saturday

on Saturdays. reserve for 10or more

1-8x10 sr)
2-5x7
8—Wallet

The AdvisoryCouncil of the Calloway County Family Resource Center will
meet today (Tuesday) at 4 p.m. at the center, located at East Calloway
Elementary School. Principal items on the agenda include plans for the
Community Resource Fair on Nov. 14 and parent, budgeting and other
relevant classes. The public is inted to attend all FRC meetings and
programs.

The annual Fall Festival of Murray Elementary Schools, sponsored by
Parent-Teacher Organization, will be Tuesday, Oct. 27, from 5 to 8 p.m. at
the West Kentucky Livestock Exposition Center on College Farm Road.
Events will include a Cake Walk, Frankenstein First-Aid, The Great Goblin
Giveaway, Face Painting, Gams booths, Haunted House, and others. The
public is urged to attend this special event.

Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

)

Advisory Council will meet

Murray Elementary event Oct. 27
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Mid-Continent Baptist College, Mayfield, will host a Christian Women's
Conference, Nov. 12-14, at Northside Baptist Church, Mayfield. 'We Were
Meant To Make A Difference' will be the theme of the conference with program personalities to include Cal Thomas, Marge Caldwell, Peggy Benson,
and Gigi Graham Tchividijian. Music will be by Beverly Terrell, Kendra
Cook, Janet Pollock and Sarah Atkinson. Another feature will be 30 or more
personal seminars. It is necessary to pre-register for the conference. The
conference fee will be $50 and should mailed with registration form to Mid
Continent Christian Women's Conference, 611 Lochridge St., Mayfield, Ky.
42066. For more information and brochures call Northside Baptist Church,
Mayfield, at 1-247-4861.

247-8537

Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will sponsor a
Halloween party on Wednesday, Oct. 21, at 2 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge.
Women are asked to meet at 1:30 p.m. and bring finger type food for the
refreshments. After the party, church hymns will be sung.

Associational event Thursday
The Pastor/Deacon/Wives Retreat of Blood River Baptist Association will
be Thursday, Oct. 22, at 6 p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church. All pastors and
deacons and their wives we urged to attend this special event.

Singles' meeting place changed
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday) at
7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center, back entrance. Singles are asked to
note change in meeting place. Karen Acoomazzo will present a program
entitled 'Wired? Need Some Stress Management? The SOS is a support
and social group for singles of all ages, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. The purpose of the group is to provide positive social
interaction and support. All singles are invited and encouraged to attend.
For more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Parents Night Out on Oct. 23
Parents Night Out, sponsored by Baptist Studant Union, will be Friday.
Oct. 23. This will be from 6:30 to 10:30 p.m. for children, ages 3 to 12. The
cost will be $8 for first child, $6 for second child, and $4 for third child. This
will include jOIZZa, puppets, downs, Bibl. story, garnet, crafts and fun. All
proceeds will go to summer missions and world hunger projects. This will be
limited to 100 children. Deadline for registration is Tuesday, Oct. 20. For
information contact Michelle or Keith at 753-5771.

Mature Driving Course planned
A 55-Alive Mature Driving Course will be held Wednesday and Thursday,
21 and 22, from 9 a m to 1 p.m. at North Branch of Peoples Bank. The
Peoples Bank is sponsoring the course and will pay the fee for Peoples
Gold members who enroll. The cost for others will be $8 per person. The
program is open to drivers 50 years or over interested in reviewing driving
regulations and laws, and becoming more aware of normal age-related
changes in vision, hewing and reaction time. On completion of the course,
American Association of Retired Persons will issue each participant a certificate which may be presented to his or her automobile insurance company
for discount on premiums. To enroll cell the course instructor, Bratty Riley,
753-5859, or John Williams at the bank, 753-3231.
Oct
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CALENDAR
Tuesday, Oct. 20
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7:30 p.m./club
house.

Wednesday, Oct. 21

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

Recovery Inc./7 p.m./Red Cross
Chapter House, Mayfield.
Info/1-247-5469.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities. Lunch will be at Delemars
with van to leave at 11:30 a.m.
Senior Golf League/8:30
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf
Course.

Murray Moose Lodge/8 p.m.
with officers at 7 p.m.

Amy Rachel Helm and
Michael David Wilson to marry

Helm and Wilson vows
will be said on Nov. 27

Non-credit course about Jackson
Purchase before 1860/Faculty
Hall, Murray State University.
Info/762-2187.

of Murray,
Amy Rachel Helm and Michael David Wilson, both
.
marriage
g
announce their formal engagement and upcomin
Karen
and
Murray
of
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Ray
of
daughter
The bride-elect is the
Robert
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
ghter
granddau
the
is
She
Benton.
Helm of
late Mary
Larkins Jr. of Bardwell and Don Helm of Columbus and the
Helm.
Jr. of
The groom -elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy S. Wilson
the
and
Murray
of
Wilson
Mildred
Murray. He is the grandson of Mrs.
and
Murray
of
Bucy
Mae
Dora
Mrs.
of
and
Sr.,
late Guy S. Wilson
the late Jimmy Bucy.
Calloway
Ms. Helm is a 1990 distinguished honors graduate of
and French
major
sm
journali
print
junior
A
School.
High
County
Campus Life
minor at Murray State University, she is employed as
State's
Murray
at
writer
student
and
News
State
Editor at The Murray
student.
list
dean's
a
is
She
Bureau.
News
High
Mr. Wilson is a 1990 honors graduate of Calloway County
Murray
at
major
health
and
safety
onal
occupati
junior
School. A
is a dean's
State, he is employed at Briggs & Stratton in Murray. He
list student.
at Good
The vows will be exchanged on Friday, Nov. 27, at 2 p.m.
DenRichard
Rev.
The
Murray.
Shepherd United Methodist Church,
ton will officiate.
Fellowship
A reception will be held following the ceremony in the
Hall of the church.
out-of-town
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. Only
invitations will be sent.

Bolls cast in special role
SEARCY, Ark. - Kaci Bolls
of Murray has been cast in the
role of Hodel in Harding University's homecoming production of
Joseph Stein's famous musical,
"Fiddler on the Roof."
Bolls is a junior majoring in
music at the university. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L.
Bolls, 1533 London Dr., Murray.
A cast of almost 70 people and
an orchestra of 30 musicians will
present the musical at the univer-

sity's homecoming festivities on
the weekend of Oct. 30-31. The
musical will be presented in the
university's 3.600-seat Benson
Auditorium.
"Fiddler on the Roof" is a
classic musical comedy that has
won three Tony Awards and the
Drama Critics' Circle Award. It
features such well-known musical
numbers as "Tradition," "If I
Were a Rich Man," "Sunrise,
Sunset" and "Do You Love Me?"

ARMY 1ST IT. REBEKAH
BROCK has arrived for duty at
Vint Hill Farms Station, Warrenton, Va.
The soldier is the daughter of
James D. Brock and Cecilia M.

Business, Industry and Government Career Day/10 a.m.-4
p.m./Curris Center ballroom,
Murray State University. Admission free.
Fun Flicks/4-10 p.m./Curris Center Stables, Murray State University. Admission free.
Choral Concert by Choir/8
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall/Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
Universdity. Admission free.
National Scouting Museum
open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Earth, The Planet/11 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Homeplace-1850 and
Woodlands Nature Center open
daily. Info/1-924-5602.
Murray TOPS Kentucky #34/6
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Alpha Mu #4760 Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority/7 p.m./home of Carol
Lewis.
Wednesday, Oct. 21
Report cards issued today at
Murray High School.
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa/7 p.m./home of Betty
Lyons.
J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of Confederacy/10
a.m./parking lot of First Baptist
Church for outing.
Young-at-Heart/noon/St. Leo's
Catholic Church.

Service Notes
Brock of 1518 Oxford Dr.,
Murray.
She is a 1985 graduate of Murray High School and a 1985 graduate of Bryn Mawr College,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Oct.
16, have been released as
follows:

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities
including craft lesson by Wanda
Henry.

Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building.

Murray High School events
include Boys Varsity Soccer at
Heath/5 p.m.

Newborns and dismissals
listed by the local hospital

Bereavement Support
Group/9:30 a.m./Hospice Office,
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.

Murray Planning Commission/7
p.m./Murray City Hall.

Alcoholic Anonymous
(AA)/open discussion/l1
a.m./American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 4354314.

Overeaters Anonymous for
beginners/5:15 p.m. and
regulars/5:30 p.m., both at Ellis
Community Center.
Murray Country Club events
include Ladies Annual Awards
Banquet/6 p.m.
Oaks Country Club Ladies'
golf/9:30 a.m. and bridge/9 a.m.
Session meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
services/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
events include Prayer service/7
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9 a.m.;
A.R.K./5 p.m.; Choir
Practice/6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club and Long Range
Planning Committee/5 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/1:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Ladies' Bible Study/9:30
a.m.; Family supper/5:30 p.m.;
Sunday School Bible Study/6
p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Children's Choirs and
Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; prayer and
business meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.

Dismissals
Moss Cynthia R Hayden, E-22 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Miss Vair Elizabeth
Booth, 1502 Beckett Or, Murray.
Mrs. Leila Erwin, 1009 Story Ave.
Murray; Ms. Dawn L. Johnson and
baby girl, 639 lanyard Rd South,
Cadiz;
Odell. P. Holland, Rt. 1, Big Sandy,
Tenn.; Arthur Faughn, Rt. 10, Box 744,
Benton;
Leonard W Decker, 621 Agburn,
Pans, Tenn., Mrs Telva J. Kearney
and baby girl, 3849 Princeton Rd.,
Cadiz,
Miss Megan Colleen Jones, Rt. 1,
Box 254, Springville, Tenn.; Robert
Earl Kirks, Box 558, Hamlin,
Miss Gidget Monece Crouch, Rt. 1.
Box 117B, Murray; Mrs. Pauline Adair,
P.O. Box 73, Farmington;
Robert A Poole, Rt 4, Box 158,
Murray; Mrs. Gina Lynn Sweatman
and baby boy, Rt 3, Box 183,
Mayfield.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Oct. 17, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Cox baby boy, parents, Kim and
Sammy, Rt. 3, Box 359, Paris, Tenn.,
Colson baby boy, parents, Leandra
and Mike, Rt. 1, Box 547-1, Hardin;
Chilcutt baby girl, parents, Marilyn
and Stanley, Rt. 3, Box 189C, Parts,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Matthew T. Wheeler, P.O. Box 434,
Mayfield; Miss Jessica L. Hart, CR Box
287, New Concord;
James F. Ahart, Rt. 1, Box 218,
Dexter; Miss Tina C. Fletcher, 1307
Overby St., Murray;
Dustin M. Parks, Rt. 1, Box 116,
Hazel; Ralph Robinson, Grogan
Mobile Homes, Murray; Jerry W. Motley, Rt. 1, Box 278A, Almo;
Mrs. Lottie F. Hurt, 601 Vine St.,
Murray; Miss Bessie Mae Perry, 401
Cherry St., Murray:
Mrs. Jettie A. Woods, Rt. 1, Box
212, Benton; Mrs. Gela Furches Ellis,
1209 Crestwood Pl., Murray;
Mrs. Kathleen H. Woodward, Rt 1,
Box 80, Hardin; Mrs. Kristie Mae Lind-

First Christian Church events
Evangelism
include
Committee/12 noon/Pagliai's;
CFF/5:15 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7
p.m.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Oct.
18, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Martin baby boy, mother, Angela G
Skinner, 473 McCoy Hollow Rd.,
Cadiz;
Bridges baby girl, parents, Davide
and Kenny. Rt 7, Box 354, Murray
Dismissals
Ms 011ie Smith, Rt 1, Box 32, Murray, Robert A Colley, Farmington; Kelly J Tucker, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Maine Pentrich, Rt. 3, Box 133,
Fulton; Ms Alpha S Harlow, Rt. 5,
Box 620-B, Murray;
Louis J. Leo, Rt. 1, Box 201A,
Springville, Tenn , Joel G Sinyard, Rt
5, Box 961, Murray,
Chance Adair, Rt. 3, Box 293, Mayfield; Mrs. Debbie Wagoner. Rt 8, Box
335. Murray; Russell Lee Rt 5. Box
187-Al, Paris, Tenn

Gospel singers
give programs

The Gospel Singers of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church made their
monthly visits to West View
Nursing Home at 10:30 a.m. and
to Fern Terrace Lodge at I p.m.
on Monday, Sept. 21.
The Rev, Dennis Norvell gave
the devotion and led in prayer.
Nancy Futrell read the birthdays
for the month of Septembner.
Louise Short is director and
pianist for the singers.
Guest singers were Juanita
Lee, Matthew Hale and Ashley
Byerly at West View, and Cleo
Grogan at Fern Terrace.
Gospel singers from Poplar
Spring were Sue Campbell, Nancy Futrell, Phyllis Nance, Muriel
Wright, Mrs. Short and Rev.
Norvell.
sey and baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 319A,
The singers had lunch at SirCaNert City;
Stockade.
loin
Box
10,
Rt.
Hardin,
Ruth Mae
Mrs.

r)

Grace Baptist Church events
include King's Kids, Kid's
Klubs, Bible Explosion, College
Career and Adult Bible Studies/7
p.m.; Weekly Workers' meeting/8
p.m.
First Assembly of God Church
events include prayer meeting/7
p.m.

655. Hardin. Mrs Crystal Adams and
baby girl, P0 Box 807, Cadiz,
Mrs Jackie Graham, 1512 Glendale. Murray. Mrs Jennifer Lynn Fleet
and baby boy, Rt 8, Box 193, Benton

VICTORY
BAPTIST
CHURCH
641 North, Murray

Pastor Steve Todd

Rev. Todd is a 1980 graduate of Tennessee Temple
University, Chattanooga, Tennessee, where he earned a
Bachelor of Religious Education degree.

1

Sunc%y School
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Dexter Baptist Church events
include worship/7:30 p.m.

SERVICES

0-.41

to meet

eltiladelphia Carpets. Sy Shaw Industries, Inc.

PRICE WAR!
HUGE SAVINGS ON SELECTED
STYLES AND COLORS

MITCHELL'S

Carpet B FloorceverIng
763-2392

94 West
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Acclaimed
America's Most
Wildlife Artist

Firaci
s ber
CharleOcto
22, 1992

Thursday,
7:00 p.m.
will be
3:00 until
"Nature's Window"
second book
release

latest
of prints and his
framed copy of his
A large selection
Register to win•
signing.
for
available
"Mystic Realm."
The
7-10
201 N. 12th St.
University Sq.

GALLERy

10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m.
7

The church extends a warm welcome
to anyone interested in new church work.

FALL CARPET SALES

PHILADELPHIA
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12th St.
Church, 401 N.
c
Catholi
Leo's
available at St.
Additional parking
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SPORTS
WORLD SERIES

COMMENTARY

TV coverage
of'92 Series
just too much
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer

Canada welcomes Braves to SkyDome
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports %Weer

TORONTO — Baseball is big
in Toronto, but never bigger than
tonight when the first World
Series game outside the United
States will be played here.
"Everyone talks about Toronto
being a hockey town," John
Olerud said. "Now I think the
city belongs to us."
"Believe me," Dave Winfield
said, "this is Canada's team at
the moment."

Sunday night on little-known Ed
Sprague's two-run pinch homer
in the ninth.
But Sprague's hit wasn't as
popular a topic of discussion on
Monday's off day as a Canadian
flag held upside down by a color
guard during the Canadian
national anthem before Game 2
in Atlanta.
"I hope it's an honest mistake,
but mistake or no mistake, there's
no excuse for it," Toronto's Kelly Gruber said. "The crowd
might be a little more into

The Blue Jays have been
around for 16 years. They've had
winning records for the last 10.
They went to the AL playoffs in
1985, 1989 and 1991. But they
never went to the World Series
until now.
Tonight, they play the Atlanta
Braves before a packed house
under the SkyDome's familiar
gray ceiling and surrounded by
more than 60 Canadian flags, all
hung right-side up.
The series is all tied up, 1-1,
after Toronto's dramatic 5-4 win

Doesn't it drive you
crazy? Don't you want to
drop-kick the canary, park
your car in a handicapped
spot and say a dirty word to
the next guy who tries to
sell you vinyl windows over
the phone?
Don't you want to drive a
Humvee up to the front
door, load up and blast the
TV set into Dimension X?
I mean, there are 50,000
people in Atlanta Fulton
County Stadium doing the
tomahawk chop in unison,
except for one guy sitting in
a box seat with his cap on
crooked and a piece of chili
on his chin. When everybody
else is chopping down, he's
chopping up. On national
TV.
Don't you just want to
Staff Report
shake him? I mean, what's
Murray Lodger & Times
so tough? Look around you,
Bub. You know those four
After losing a 9-1 lead in the
people who came with you
first game, the Murray State Racin the car? There's 50,000
er volleyball team lost momenmore who came in other
tum and the match to Arkansas
cars. You're not alone on
State 12-15, 5-15, 11-15.
this planet.
The Racers dropped their secAnd that's not all!
ond straight match to go to 13-5
Then, CBS announcer Sean
on the season. Arkansas State
McDonough, who's beginning
improved to 23-5. The Lady
to look a little like Dana
Indians lead the all-time series by
Carvey doing a Sean McDoa 19-2 mark.
nough imitation, says that
Senior Renee Bailey, a 5-9 outFlorida State fans have given
side hitter from Fullerton, Calif.,
their permission for Braves
led the Racer attack with gamefans to use the war chant,
highs of 14 kills and 16 digs.
as long as they get credit
Bailey was second on the team in
for it. Don't they mean
kills per game last season, as she
blame?
averaged 2.01 kills.
You know what they
Junior Denise Donnelly, a 5-7
sound like? Fifty thousand
setter from Mt. Pulaski, Ill., had a
cases of indigestion, all
game-high 31 assists and added
groaning at once. Lay off
11 digs.
the nachos, people.
Sarah Dearworth, a sophomore
And that's not all!
middle hitter from Cabot, Ark.,
Where does Pat O'Brien
had 11 kills and four digs, while
get off? I mean, what's he
senior Belinda Rubio, a 5-4 setter
doing at the World Series,
from Round Rock, Texas, added
anyway? McDonough and
10 digs.
Tim McCarver, despite his
McCarverbosity, are perfectly
acceptable. Jim Kaat's the
best baseball analyst on TV,
and CBS had the good sense
to leave Jim Gray and
Lesley Visser at home: So,
here comes O'Brien.
"You get your thrill from
By ALAN ROBINSON
Damon Berryhill." It wasn't
AP Sports Writer
his line, but he repeated it
on the air. "Tenace anyPITTSBURGH — The calenone?" He pronounces it
dar said October, the weather felt
Ten-atch-ee. That, we
like December. Pittsburgh got its
assume, was his quip. And,
earliest snowfall in 20 years, the
Patty Boy, wculd you please,
temperature dipped into the 20s
stop calling Atlanta "Hotlanand the Three Rivers Stadium
ta" and quit calling Jim
playing field turned icy slick.
Kaat "Kiuy Kaat." Go back
Maybe that's why the Cincinto "Entertainment Tonight,"
nati Bengals' offense went into
or someplace equally remote
the deep freeze.
in TV land. Let the pros
Boomer Esiason has had four
work.
300-yard games and a 409-yard
And why do we have to
ride with O'Brien to Atlanta
Fulton County Stadium in
Tom Glavine's Mercedes
before Game 1? Wouldn't
you rather ride with Pascual
By STEVE WINE
Perez?
AP Sports Writer
And that's not all!
McDonough and McCarver
MIAMI — Keith Jackson
can't seem to figure out why
says his best days in Miami are
Atlanta pitcher John Smoltz
yet to come. The Dolphins' $6
is using a camouflage handmillion free agent will soon
warmer in the dugout in
begin to freelance.
Game 2. McCarver wants to
Clearly a quick study, Jackknow if he's trying to hide
son has absorbed his new
his hand. Guys! Wake up. I
team's playbook well enough to
mean, haven't you been in a
catch 11 passes for 177 yards
department store lately?
and three touchdowns in three
Everything's camouflage.
Jackets, shirts, coffee cups.
long johns, toilet seats.
Everything.
Besides, Smoltz is a hunter. He probably uses the
warmer when he shoots turkeys. (Now, there's a straight
line for somebody.)
By RICK WARNER
The pertinent question here
AP Operas Writer
is: Are all pitchers pansies?
Smoltz has a warmer on his
Want a 2-for-1 deal? Try the
right hand, an ice pack on
latest Associated Press college
his left wrist and a jacket
football poll.
on his arm. All he needed +
Two teams — M,Thi and
was a wool cap and a Care
— are tied for No. I.
Washington
Bears thermos of hot COCOS.
the first time that's happened
It's
And that's not all!
in 51 years, and only the second
Ii the MS minutes from
time since the poll started in
1936.
After improving to 6-0 with
• TURN TO PAGE 9
easy wins Saturday, Miami and

(tonight's game), which is a benefit to us."
The flag was held by a U.S.
Marine color guard from Atlanta.
An apology was issued, but
"you shouldn't let that happen,"
Winfield said. "It's like having
dignitaries coming to your home
and putting out your old
silverware."
"I imagine they're probably
still doing pushups at their base
after something like that," Atlanta shortstop Jeff Blauser said.
The Braves showed up at the

SkyDome for another kind of
workout. Most of them had never
been in the cavernous building
before and wanted to get used to
it.
Blauser cared more about the
color of the ceiling and whether
it would cause popups to disappear than about whether the
Canadian flags were hung properly. They were. So was the lone
American flag in center field.
"I don't think it would be very
IN TURN TO PAGE 9

VOLLEYBALL

First game
skid dashes
Racer hopes

4

:C

MICHAEL BANKS/Ledger & Trnes photo

Murray State senior Renee Bailey 1#11 has her shot blocked by a pair of Arkansas State defenders during the Racers' loss Monday night
at Racer Arena. Bailey led the NISI: attack with a game-high 14 kills and 16 digs in the contest.

PRO FOOTBALL

Bengal offense frozen by Steeler defense
game in his career against the
Steelers, but he couldn't manage
even 100 yards on a miserably
cold Monday night. And miserable described Cincinnati's
offense in a 20-0 loss to the tiedfor-first place Steelers.
The Steclers had just enough
offense and plenty of defense.
The Bengals had nothing — no
points, no momentum, no big
plays, no offense, no defense, no
rushing, no passing.
No mas.
"We were pathetic," Esiason

said after throwing for 86 yards,
or about a normal quarter's worth
of work against Pittsburgh. "We
were inept."
Cincinnati's David Shula is the
NFL's youngest head coach, but
he probably feels about as old as
papa Don. The Bengals are 2-4
after a 2-0 start and, what's even
more discouraging, they must be
wondering if any NFL team can
play as badly as they did in this
one.
The Bengals (2-4) entered the
game with the NFL's lowest-

ranked defense, but their offense
was even worse. They managed
only 118 yards — or only 10
more than Pittsburgh's Barry
Foster ran for — and totaled only
14 yards in the second half.
Esaison played with a bruised
right arm, but his ego was even
more bruised.
"To get as few yards as we did
is pathetic," he said. "I can't
remember playing in a game
where we had so few yards. I
Ill TURN TO PAGE 9

Jackson's talents a perfect fit for Dolphins
games.
"I know what I'm doing, but
I don't know what everybody
else is doing," he said Monday.
"As soon as I get the feel for
what all the other receivers are
doing, I'll start freelancing a
little more in the routes."
After four seasons as the Philadelphia Eagles' primary
receiver, the tight end won free
agency and signed a four-year
contract with the Dolphins three

weeks ago. Now, lining up
alongside such talented targets
as Mark Clayton, Mark Duper
and Bobby Humphrey, Jackson
finds it easier to get open.
"In Philadelphia, I took a lot
of double-teaming," Jackson
said. "It really became bothersome after a while. It was like,
'Oh, man, I might as well tell
them what I'm running.'
"Here it's like, 'I can't
believe it! One-on-one

coverage!'''
Jackson capitalized in Sunday's 38-17 victory over New
England, catching four passes
from Dan Marino for 70 yards
and touchdowns covering 6 and
11 yards.
The Dolphins, averaging 24
points per game prior to Jackson's arrival and 32 since, are
now the AFC's highest-scoring
• TURN TO PAGE 9

Calloway, Murray
draw hard path
through girls'
regional tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger A Times

Joy Waldrop's Calloway
County Lady Laker soccer
team is as confident as its been
all season as they prepare for
next week's Girls' First Region Tournament at Marshall
County.
Any guesses as to whom
they drew as a possible opponent in the semifinals?
Calloway, 6-9-1 with a
home game Saturday against
Henderson remaining on the
schedule, will meet Si Mary
on Tuesday, Oct. 27 at 5 p.m
in one quarterfinal game. With
a victory over the Lady Vikings, Calloway would meet old
rival Murray High in the semifinals on Wednesday, Oct. 28
at 7 p.m.
"My husband said he'd never take me to Las Vegas,"
Waldrop said of her drawing
of the undefeated Lady Tigers
in the semifinal round of the
nine-team tournament.
• TURN TO PAGE 9

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Hurricanes, Huskies share AP's top billing
Washington each received 1,517
poinu from a nationwide panel of
sports wnters and broadcasters.
Miami got one more first-place
vote than Washington (31-30),
but the Hurricanes were third on
two ballots compared to one
third-place vote for the Huskies.
Last week. Washington edged
Miami by one point, with both
schools receiving 30'A first-place
votes.
While the teams are now tied
in the AP poll, Miami continued

to hold a one-point lead in the
USA Today -CNN coaches'
survey.
The last tie for first in the AP
poll was Oct. 27, 1941, when
Minnesota and Texas shared the
top spot. The only other firstplace draw was between Texas
A&M and Southern Cal on Nov.
27. 1939.
Miami routed Texas Chnstian
45-10 Saturday for its 24th
straight win, while Washington
cruised past Oregon 24-3 for its

20th victory in a row.
Washington had a chance to
pad its margin after moving to
the Oregon 1 in the final seconds,
but coach Don James decided to
let the clock run out.
"I couldn't care less about the
polls," he said. "Everyone cares
except us.''
Miami coach Dennis Erickson
echoed the thought.
"I don't care about the polls,"
he said. "All we can do is win all
of our games and we should be

national champion."
Everyone voted Miami or
Washington No. 1 in the AP poll
except Corky Simpson of the
Tuscon (Ariz.) Citizen, who continued to put Alabama on top.
The fourth -ranked Tide
impressed other voters, too, after
beating Tennessee 17-10 in
Knoxville. The win moved Alabama (7-0) closer to No. 3 Michigan (5-0-1), which beat Indiana
31-3.

Air Jordan flies to aid hurricane victims

MSU CROSS COUNTRY
178 finishers and the
Chris Barrigar of Murray State placed ninthinamong
the Vanderbilt Cross CounRacers were ninth among 25 teams entered
Park in Nashville, Tenn.
try Invitational held Saturday at Percy Warner
which was won by Nick
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-meter
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MSU GOLF
one round of the
Murray State's golf team is sitting in 17th place after
Hosted by the Unile.
Louisvil
in
e
llegiat
Interco
Ridge
mon
Persim
m
18-tea
with today's final round.
versity of Louisiville, the tournament concludes
one round. Evan Beck
after
(336)
Purdue
only
leads
Murray State (332)
y, 81; Chris Wilson,
Coakle
Price
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76,
a
leads the Racers with
93.
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86; Brian Henson, 89; and Danny
tournament.
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BASKETBALL
pick
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) — The Washington Bullets signed top draft
sevena
him
giving
by
cap
salary
NBA's
the
under
g
slippin
ta,
Tom Gugliot
year contract.
It's the longest contract ever signed by a member of the Bullets,
although the former North Carloina State forward has the option of terminating the deal after the 1994-95 season. Gugliotta, who averaged 22.5
points last season, was the sixth overall pick in the draft.
LAS VEGAS (AP) — UNLV president Robert Maxson defended hisd
administration while blasting a "whole campaign of dirty tricks" he claime
supporters of former basketball coach Jerry Tarkanian have waged
against the university.
Mason, in an appearance before a legislative subcommittee probing
events surrounding Tarkanian's resignation, lashed out at those who have
questioned his credibility and blamed them for trying to sabotage the
university.
He spent much of the morning outlining his relationship with Tarkanian,
point last
saying he was supportive of the former coach up through the of
photos
tion
publica
the
ng
followi
resign
to
agreed
an
Tarkani
when
year
showing former players in a hot tub with convicted sports fixer Richard
Perry.

GENERAL
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — South Carolina athletic director King Dixon
will be reassigned once a search for his replacement is completed, which
could happen by Thanksgiving, the university announced.

for a charity exhibition game
added to the schedule after
By STEVE WINE
AP Sports Writer
Andrew hit Aug. 24
Students ages 8 to 15, delightMIAMI — Basketball's greated to be hanging out with Jordan
est scorer concentrated on
rather than sitting in a classroom,
rebounding Monday.
cheered his every move during
Michael Jordan and his Chicathe clinic.
go Bulls teammates visited
"He can teach me how to
Miami seeking to raise money
dunk," said 14-year-old Dexter
and spirits in the aftermath of Roberts, who might stand
Hurricane Andrew. The trip was 4-foot-6 in Air Jordans.
"He's shorter than I thought
Jordan's idea.
The Bulls and Miami Heat
he'd be," said 10-year-old Kelconducted a 30-minute midday
vin Edwards, referring to Michael
clinic at Miami Arena for 12,000 Jordan, not Dexter Roberts.
schoolchildren from hurricaneIn warmups, every layup Jorravaged south Dade County. The
dan made brought a frenzied
teams returned several hours later
shriek from the crowd. He Parti-

•Canada welcomes...
FROM PAGE 8
smart for us not to have a workout," Blauser said.
It wasn't as urgent for the Blue
Jays, who played in the SkyDome
all season and didn't land in Toronto until 7:30 a.m. Monday.
They were delayed four hours as
a part in their airplane was
replaced.
The Braves like the SkyDome
a lot more than the Metrodome,
where they lost all four games
last year as Minnesota won the
Series in seven. Unlike the white
ceiling of the Metrodome, Toronto's darker top is a good background for the white baseball.
"Spectacular," Atlanta general
manager John Schuerholz raved.
"This place makes baseball less
of an unnatural act inside."
"I don't see why" the Blue
Jays should have an extra advan-

tage in the SkyDome, Blauser
said. "The only disadvantage (we
have) is just like any other park
you go into. They have the home
field advantage. You would have
that anywhere with fans on your
side."
Gruber said he sometimes has
trouble fielding high bouncers at
third base that may get lost in the
lights.
"It's pretty cold outside,"
Braves catcher Damon Berryhill
said. "It's comfortable in here."
And after looking at the field,
Atlanta manager Bobby Cox gave
his approval and said, "This
won't faze us at all."

•TV...

•Bengal offensefrozen...
FROM PAGE 8
don't have any answers. ... If you
stop believing you can win, you
can't."
For a while, the Steelers (4-2)
acted like they had stopped
believing they could score. After
an 3-0 start, they were held without a touchdown in losses to
Green Bay (17-3) and Cleveland
(17-9), two teams that will never
be compared to the NFL's great
defenses of all time.
The Steelers' nine -quarter
streak without a touchdown finally ended on Dwight Stone's
24-yard touchdown catch late in
the first half, two plays after his
own 30-yard run on a reverse. He
scored again in the fourth quarter
on a 5-yard throw from Neil
O'Donnell, following Jerrol Williams' recovery of an Esiason
fumble at the Steelers' 20.
"Finally getting into the end
zone gave us a lot of confi-

dence," Stone said. "You keep
wondering how long it's going to
go on."
Gary Anderson added field
goals of 21 and 27 yards as
O'Donnell finished 23 of 37 for
287 yards and no interceptions.
The NFL 's leading rusher also
emerged from the game, and
while his first name is Barry, it's
not Sanders. Foster's fourth
100-yard game of the season
gave him 642 yards for the season and moved him past Emmitt
Smith of Dallas (581) and Ricky
Watters (576) of San Francisco
into the NFL rushing lead.
Even more surprisingly, the
Steelers' 4-2 record tied them
with Houston for the AFC Central Division lead. They'll get a
better idea of exactly how good
they are in the next month, when
they play Kansas City, Houston,
Buffalo and Detroit.
"It was a great feeling (scoring

a touchdown)," Greg Lloyd said.
"Something like that should have
happened three weeks ago. We
should be sitting on a 6-0 right
now."
"If we can get past this month
..." Foster said.
The Bengals don't know if
they'll get over this night. They
were shut out for the first time
since a 34-0 loss to Cleveland in
a 1987 strike game. Their last
previous shutout defeat in a nonstrike game was 14-0 to Buffalo
in 1980.
The only time the Bengals seriously threatened, wide receiver
Carl Pickens fumbled after an
18-yard gain to the Steelers' 21
and Pttsburgh's Sammy Walker
recovered with just over a minute
left in the first half.
"We just got nothing going,"
Shula said.
Shula probably hopes this
doesn't go on much longer.

IN Murray, Calloway draw...
FROM PAGE 8
Calloway and Murray (14-0)
are joined in the bottom half of
the bracket by host Marshall
County and Madisonville. The
two local teams are already set in
the quarterfinals, along with St.
Mary. The Madisonville-Marshall
winner will provide Murray with
a quarterfinal opponent.
"These three teams (St. Mary,
Marshall and Murray) we've
played for years and years," the

II Jackson...
FROM PAGE 8
team., They're also the NFL's
lone undefeated club and the first
6-0 team in the AFC since Cincinnati in 1988.
"I'm getting a lot more credit
than I deserve," Jackson said.
"This team was 3-0 before I ever
got here. All I am is another weapon on a great team."
The Dolphins, who next face
Indianapolis at home Sunday,
have seven offensive players with
Pro Bowl experience. They also
have a defense ranked second in
the NFL against the rush, compared with next-to-last a year
a o.
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4
,1,
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Calloway coach explained of the
ironic twist. "Now, we have nine
teams and we're all in the same
bracket."
Marshall, despite hosting the
single elimination tournament,
must win four matches, along
with Madisonville, to take the
title. The other seven teams need
only to win three.
"Marshall had a worse draw
than we did," Waldrop said of the
Lady Marshals. "They play an
extra game, then Murray High.
The bottom bracket is definetly

the toughest."
The four teams in the top
bracket — Heath, Lone Oak,
Reidland and Henderson County
— are all first-year teams.
The tournament begins on
Monday, Oct. 26 with the four
teams in the top bracket squaring
off in addition to Madisonville
and Marshall.
After quarterfinal and semifinal games on Tuesday and Wednesday, the tournament finals will
be held on Thursday, Oct. 29 at
5:30 or 6 p.m.

Holland Tire Company
is now carrying

RMSTRON
$28

155-80-13
165-80-13
175-80-13
185-80-13

$29
$31

$35

$36
$37
$38
$39

185-75-14
195-75-14
205-75-14
215-75-14

205-75-15
215-75-15
225-75-15
235-75-15

$40
$42
$43
$45

.30,000 mils warranty
-Free mount and computer balance
-Road hazard and workmanship warranty
-90 days same as cash

Armstrong — Built Better, Costs Less

Holland Tire Company
East Main & Industrial Rd.

411.

cipated in shooting contests
between the two teams, and when
the Heat outscored the Bulls
20-18 in free throws, some
youngsters booed.
Jordan spoke briefly over the
public address system.
"Being millionaires," he said,
eyeing teammates with a smile,
"we felt a sense of obligation to
come and help people who mean
so much to us. We consider
Miami part of our family — the
NBA family. Hopefully the
money raised will give you a
little more determination to
rebuild."
At a time when Jordan is mak-

753-5606

FROM PAGE 8
the end of Game 1 to signoff, CBS showed 7 minutes,
8.7 seconds of commercials
and just 4:43.9 of interviews
and commentary. Both would
be world records, but they
were wind aided and hand
timed.
The first commercial break
after the game was 3:34.2.
That's more than 31/2
minutes, time enough to be
garroted or keel hauled or,
as they say in the TV business, hung by the neck until
quite dead.
And that's not all!
Ted! Go home. It's OK,
really. And take Jane with
you. That shot of Jane in
the last inning of Game 2,
hands folded, looking
skyward, praying for another
Braves miracle. Too much!
Here she is, invoking the
Almighty in name of the
Braves, and Ted's looking
around trying to figure where
the wind's coming from.
(The Aussies are tacking on
your leeward quarter, Ted,
and you know how that
hurts.)
I mean, has that man got
bats in his binnacle?
But, other than that, it's
been a pretty good World
Series so far. On to Toronto.

ing news for things other than
basketball heroics, he clearly
enjoyed hearing the children's
cheers. The Bulls' star was confronted last week with a published report that he paid off a
$57,000 gambling debt, and there
was speculation he would miss
the Miami trip because he must
testify this week in the trial of a
convicted drug dealer.
"No matter what you heard,"
Heat managing partner Lewis
Schaffel said, "Michael was
going to be here."
Ticket sales, which grossed
about $400,000, will be donated
to the recovery effort.

REB ARD

"See me for all your family assurance needs"
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Horne Office: Bloomington, Illinois

'
Like a good neghbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Ho!ers 753-9627
wen moseying saes North Caroana 66 West
Orris 76 Oklahoma 73 San Diego State 63 Texas
35 Vasconsin 21 Hair. 7 Miasmic° 5 Oiao Scats
Caroms 2

TOP 25
This Top Twenty Or barns In the Associaad
Press 1992 college babel pod elth NW-place votes
In parentheses records through Oct 17 total points
e
based on 25 pants tor a Irst place rote thrcogNhn
point tor a 250 piece yob and ranking In tad week's
Poi
Marrs (31)
Ss Washington (30)
3 SActiegan
4 Alabama (I)
5 Texas ASIA
6 Florida SI
7 Georgia
8. Nebraska
9. Colorado
10 Nano Dane
Boston College
12. Syracuse'
13. Washington St
14. Penn St
IS. Southern Cal
16. Stanford
17. Tennessee
It Clemson
19 Georgia Tact
20 Fbnda
21 Arizona
22 Karrsas
23 N Carol na St
24 VirgiNa
25 Aleassatcoi St

Pro
Record Pts
2
6-0-0 1.517
1
1.517
6-0-0
3
5-0-1 1.399
4
7-0-0 1,363
5
6-0-0 1,302
6
6-1-0 1.265
10
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7
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12
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9
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16
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—
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5-1-0 269
5.2-1 136 21
5-2-0 1264 17
92 15
4-2-0

DIVISION I-AA POLL
OVERLANO PARK Kan. (AP) — The lop 20 teams
S the 19e NCA.A DiviSor I-AA football col. seth
irst-place rotes In psrenthsees, records through Oct
17, total points and last treek's ranking
Pry
Racced Pts
1
6-0-0 80
1 Northern Iowa (4)
3
76
6-0-0
2 Idaho
5
5-1-0 72
3 krarshall
4 lAddle Tenn Stale
•
5-2-0 62
5 Northeast Louisiana
4
BO
6-1-0
6 croosi
12
5-1-0 57
7 Drsesesre
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6-1-0 49
8 Samford
2
5-1-0 49
(tie) 1/111anoya
10
6-0-0 47
10 Wiliam 8 Mary
14
5-1-0 40
11 Richmond
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4-2-0 35
12 SW Texas State
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5-2-0
13 Youngstown Sara
17
23
4-3-0
14. SW Missouri State
9
5-2-0 20
15. Florida 481.1
15'.4 19
5-2-0
16, Bose State
11
13
4-2-0
17 Eastern IS/mucky
16
11
5-1-0
18. North Cardona *47
—
9
4-1-0
19 Central Ronda
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6
6-1-0
20. Jackson Sibs
Is
6
4-2-0
n
Washingto
MO Eastern

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Cali Today
OA
W Professional
Real Estate
Office
Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet

MS?

"I want your
real estate business"
"Total Commitment
to Service'

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

753-4563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.
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Enter FOOTBALL
CONTEST
Our
Weekly

opposing teams

The '93's
Are In
Stop By Today for a
Test Drive!
44ri-Gol
illeigMOV"
3. Dallas vs. LA. Raiders
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Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
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LINCOLN
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The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray
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619 S. 4th St • 753-6831
1. Chicago vs. Green Bay

800 Sycamore St., Murray
Barrett had only one incorrect pick in last
week's games.
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Dartmouth
Delaware State
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Washington
'Georgia Southern

759-9831

'Grambling
• t4Oly Cross
• Howard
'MIMS State
James MatliSon

Compare our auto
and homeowner rates

Lafayette
• Lehigh
• Marshall
Middle Tennessee
• Montana
NE Louisiana
'New Hampshire
'Northern Iowa

Give us a call for a quote.

Pennsylvania
• Princeton
Richmond
• S F Austin
'Sam HOuStOn
• South ClIFOltna State
• SW 1.4iSSOuri
'SW Texas

Ross Insurance
Agency
‘*':

• Tennessee Stale
• Tennessee Tech
• Texas Southern
Vlianova
'Weber State
• Western Minos
• `fa •

Ronnie Ross and Danny Ross
753-0489
6th & Main
7. Kansas City vs. Pittsburgh

Fall Specials
Oil Change &
Filter

28

Northwestern

e.••
So:imern 11
Furman
Atany. GA
:3
Portland State
2
• Rhode Island
21
Western Kentucky
17
• Western Carolina
27
Maine
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Cornell
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Morgan State
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• Tennessee-Martin
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Northern Arizona
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Jacksonville State
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Southern Illinois
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Colgate
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Montana State
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NW Louisiana
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Northeastern
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Idaho
31
• Brown
27
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Harvard
VMI
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Nicholls Stale
33
North Texas
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North Carolina Central
33
Eastern Illinois
34
McNees*
24
Austin Peay
27
Morehead Stale
28
Mississtpoi Valley
35
20 'Massachusetts
Idaho State
30
Indiana Slate
27Columbia
J
22

$1.0 FREE
Gas with Tune
Up

My Pick

UNIVERSITY BP STATION

$12.99
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14
13
14
23
9
16
19
13
14
14
13

0
10
20
17
'9
12
10
10
26
19
7
•3
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17
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16
23
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13
17
23
9
3
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24
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7
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10
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14
12
13
16
14
23
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1 A Winning
jCombination
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ADVANTAGE:

Cain's tad
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

8. Miami vs. Indianapolis

UNIVERSITY
-TIRE AND AUTO
We've teamed up
with Ply
1,,,, for
quality and value!

We now a o service lent
Master. A paintless dent
removal system
2. Cleveland vs. New England
753-4994
1406 Main

piZZA

Points

or Dropped Off At:
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Ky 42071

Vied af harem:WIN saws only

0
.
.
1
1

19

All Entries Should lie Mailed

t Donvor vs. San Diego

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m.-6 p.m.
Five Points, Murray • 753-5782
6. Houston vs. Cincinnati

7
7

7
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9

1
2
3
4
5
6

$10 FREE
Gas with Complete
Brake Job.

RUTHIES

Buffalo vs. Now York Job

Address
Phone

New Tire
$5 Off each
month of Oct.

The

*15"

Tie Breaker: Pick the exact total score of

Name

How You Like Pizza At Home.
2 Medium 2 Topping Pizzas
and a 2 Liter Coke

%Owes

12. Buffalo vs. New York Jets

- OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM -

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
.DOMINOS

For

Mississippi
2
SW Louisiana
38
• Tulane
31
23 • Akron
Arizona
17
21 • Ball State
Kansas State
23
Wyoming
24
• Navy
21
Maryland
17
Ohio U.
20
Louisville
24
New Mexico
31
33 'Kentucky
33
Nevada-Las Vegas

Major Colleges - Div. 1-AA
'Alabama State
• Alcoin
• Appalachian State
• Bittnune-Cookman
• Boise State
Boston U
Central F lona&
Citadel
• Connecticut

Keith's
Lawn &
Tractor Center

1

IrT
)IA
0 1992 Sonic Industries''

217 S. 12th Street
759-9885

Sat., Oct. 24 - Major Colleges - Div. 1-A10

Alabama
• Auburn
Boston College
Bowling Green
• California
Central Michigan
• Colorado
• Colorado State
Delaware
• Duke
• Eastern Michigan
• Florida
• Fresno State
Georgia
Hawaii
• Illinois
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EDUCATION
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

Second-grade students at North Calloway are making a map with
and
candy. All the students measured and made their own candy
Kimberly
shaped it into a U.S. map or world map. Pictured are
Griffin (at left) and Patrick Johnson.

Jacob Mathis made a design spelling "golf" using cross stitch in
exploratory class at Murray Middle School.

Nathanael Bazzell (at left) and Matt Frizzell are shown researching for the book "Recollections of Calloway County". Lynda Colecurman's honors and advanced placement English classes are
rently finishing up their stories in the sixth edition.

Sixth-grade students at Murray Middle School listened to Antonin
Dvorak's "New World Symphony" before attending the performance of the Louisville Symphony at Lovett Auditorium. Pictured
are Tory Fields (at left) and Tyler Williams.

Sandy Cantrell's primary children at Robertson Elementary
enjoyed a Columbus Day party to conclude a thematic unit they
have been studying.

The creative foods class at Calloway County High had a cookout,
as they cooked hamburgers with everyone bringing a food item.
Pictured above (from l-r) are Jennifer Tabers, Kevin Tucker,
Kara Shipley, Wendy Tearry and Gaya Trimble.

INNS

410.1

Joe Ben Hendrick shows his classmates the pattern he has made
with yellow and green apples. The activity was part of a seasonal
math lesson including sorting, patterning and graphing skills. The
East Calloway students are in Fonda Grogan's and Martha Leet's
primary class.

Calloway County Middle School students in Nancy Schempp's
math class and Racheal Neale's science CISISS work cooperatively to
see how math and science overlap by figuring density of different
objects. They are (from l-r) Andrew Underhill, Jeff Crass, Keara
Wallace and Drew Privoras.
Patricia Gaietto, a student teacher at East Calloway, demonstrates
the flute to the music class of Linda Stalls, music teacher. Pictured
(from l-r) are Gaietto, Kris Andrews, David Crittendon and Jamie
Fairbanks.

Third-grade art students at Carter Elementary enjoyed a visit to
the Art Alumni exhibition at Murray State University. Pictured
(from l-r) are Brittany Overby, Heather Collins, Amanda Ellis
and Shannon Kipphut.

Susan Bucy, a senior at Calloway County High School, was chosen
as the Student of the Week. Bucy, the daughter of Kenneth and
Barbara Bucy, is a member of the basketball team, student council
president. Beta club point secretary, foreign language club,
STARS and performing arts club. She is pictured above with Brett
Harcourt, of WSJP; assistant principal Russ Wall; and Bob Rodgers. of lAwetta Jobs.

CCMS students of "Stars 7" team help load a truck with food for
the disaster relief in Florida. Pictured (from l-r) are Daniel
Fence!, Robert Arnett, Justin Morton, Shane Fox, Eric Young and
Brooke Gee.

Anne-Mark Dunlop (at left) and Jessy Bogard (center) slum their
innovative designs to student art teacher Colvin Atchison, v.ho
taught the class on design using paper airplanes.

•

•

.

Children at North Calloway are working with growing healthy
and learning about their fivi senses. Pictured (from l-r) are Adam
Clouse, Darrin Trint, Misty Duncan, Megan Parrish and Tyler
Coursey.

‘timi F'nglish, Sharon Hart's student teacher, leads (from l-r)
Isacie Hill, Steven Rader, Brandon Dowdy and TJ. Goodwin in
presenting the hook "Chicks-Chicka Boom Boom" to their classes.

7
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Obituaries

State cannot use drugs to make inmate sane
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Louisiana's Supreme Court says
an inmate cannot be forced to
take drugs to make him sane
enough to be executed — a ruling
the man's attorney says makes it
unlikely he will ever be put to
death.
In a 5-2 ruling Monday, the
court blocked the execution of
Michael Owen Perry for the murders of his parents and three
other relatives. It said forcing
him to take drugs would violate
his privacy and would be cruel
and unusual punishment.
"Carrying out this punitive
scheme would add seventy and
indignity to the prisoner's punishment beyond that required for
the mere extinguishment of life,"
Justice James Dennis wrote.
The court left open the possibility of an execution if Perry
ever regains his sanity without
the use of drugs.
But June Denlinger, Perry's
attorney, said, "We believe that
is an impossible burden."
Perry, 37, was convicted of
murdering his mother, father,

HEMLINE
Replacement
Windows
and

Vinyl Siding

1

Why pay high prices from
out of state'? You can have
clean,
easy
beautiful,
energy -saving Thermaline
windows at Big Savings right now'

Call 759-4433
Free Estimates
Financing Available

nephew and two cousins in 1983
in the town of Lake Arthur. A
schizophrenic, Perry contends
pop singer Olivia Newton -John is
a goddess living under Lake
Arthur. At one time, he shaved
his eyebrows so his brain could
get more oxygen.
Perry was convicted in 1985 in
the shooting deaths. He was twice
found incompetent to stand trial,.
but in 1986 he was deemed able
to help with his defense.
In 1988, state District Judge
L.J. Hymel ruled Perry was too
incompetent for execution but
said prison authorities should

administer the drug Haldol,
against his will if necessary, so
he could regain competence and
be put to death.
In a dissent Monday, Justice
Waller Marcus said the measure
of competency to undergo execution should be the ability of a
prisoner to understand what the
death penalty is and why he is
being put to death.
"The administration of medication produces the required level
of competence for Perry to undergo execution and is therefore
consistent with his sentence,"
Marcus wrote.

Study links turnout
with ease of registration
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) States that have taken steps to
curb the influence of special
interests and make it easier to
vote have the highest turnout, a
study says.
Minnesota, Montana, Maine,
North Dakota and Wisconsin had
the highest turnout in each of the
last two presidential elections,
the non-partisan Institute for
Southern Studies said in a study
released Monday.
"These are all states with long
histories of good government and
populist reforms," said Bill Hall,
the study's author.
Nationally, turnout in the 1988
presidential election was 50.1
percent. But seven states had
turnout above 60 percent, from
Minnesota's 65.5 percent to
South Dakota's 60.4 percent.
Each of those seven states had
taken unusual steps to make voting easier or to control the flow
of money into political campaigns, Hall said.
Hall said high turnout states
tended to have many of 11 laws
that encourage voter registration
and discourage hidden influences,
ranging from mail-in registration

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies

'Tree help in filing claims
for my clients"
ce
*I have a variety of coverage in al. types of Health & Life InsJran
each
for
price
and
e
•I have a vanety of pnces. 9 can fit the coverag
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The funeral for Dr. Charles D.
Clark will be Wednesday at 3
p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. Dr. Jerry Jeffords, John
Dale and the Rev. Jim Washer
will officiate. Music will be by
Kim and Randy Black, singers,
and Joan Bowker, organist.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call from 5 to 8
p.m. today (Tuesday) at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home and after
noon on Wednesday at the
church.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to the Hospice
Program at Murray -Calloway

to limits on campaign spending.
Eight of the top 10 states had at
least five of the provisions.
The conclusions agree with
what the League of Women Voters has been finding, said Becky
Cain, the group's president.
North Dakota is the only state
that does not require voters to
register. Minnesota, Maine and
Wisconsin are the only states that
allow voters to register as late as
Election Day.
Minnesota and Wisconsin also
have the nation's most farreaching systems to replace private campaign money with public
funds in gubernatorial and state
legislative races, Hall said.
Minnesota, Montana, Maine,
Wisconsin and South Dakota are
among eight states that require
detailed descriptions of an individual contributor's economic
interests while banning direct
political donations from
corporations.
The five states with the lowest
average turnout since 1980 —
Georgia, South Carolina, Texas,
Virginia and Tennessee — have
long histories of denying the vote
to minorities and poor whites,
Hall said. They still lack effective measures to limit the influence of wealthy contributors, he
said.
North Carolina, 44th in average turnout since 1980, has
enacted three of the 11 provisions. It recently began registration by mail and at motor vehicle
offices and banned direct corporate contributions to campaigns.
Alex Brock, North Carolina's
election director, said the issue
was too complex to say which
factors most influenced turnout.
The Institute for Southern Studies is a non-profit research and
education center and publisher of
Southern Exposure magazine.

One, Ez(SFOS

Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. today (Tuesday) at the funeral home.
Mrs. Burton, 73, Rt. 1, Murray,

died Sunday at noon at her home.
She was a member of the Church
of Christ.
Survivors include her husband,
Connie L. Burton; one daughter,
Mrs. Anita Jean Thomas and husband, Ed, Greensboro, N.C.; two
sons, Robert A. Burton and wife,
Dot, Ellijay, Ga., and Keith Burton, Clarksville, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Grace Cooper, Paris, Tenn.;
half brother, Harold Vickery;
seven grandchildren.

Mrs. Betty Jo
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Lunn,
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Lunn,
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chill Funeral Home. Dr. Jerry JefJennifer Farmer,
and
Fla.,
Beach,
fords will officiate.
Frankfort; two greatBurial will follow in Hicks grandchildren, James Lunn and
Cemtery.
Matthew Lunn; a daughter-inFriends may call at the funeral law, Mrs. Margaret Farmer, West
home after 4 p.m. Wednesday. Palm Beach, Fla.; three sisters,
, Paducah,
Mr. Hudson, 79, of 524 Whit- Mrs. Christine Bouland
le,
Louisvil
Miller,
Frances
Mrs.
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husand
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and
home.
at
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n-law,
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was a member of First United
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-in-law
brother
James Lunn, died in 1968.
; several nieces
Paducah
Cooper,
Survivors include his wife,
.
nephews
Mrs. Luvena Henry Hudson; four and

Mrs. Birdie B. Smith Davenport
The funeral for Mrs. Birdie B.
Smith Davenport was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of CampagnaSchultze Funeral Home, Ashley,
III. The Rev. Evan House
officiated.
Burial was in Richview Cemetery, Richview, Ill.
Mrs. Davenport, 99, Richview,
died there.
Born at Cherry Corner community of Calloway County, she
operated a restaurant at Hardin
for many years before moving to
Paducah and then to Richview 19
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BARBOURVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Members of the Wilderness
Road Bicentennial Caravan are
braving the present to recreate
the past in retracing the route
taken by many early pioneers
through Kentucky.
More than 100 people are participating in the 16-day journey
that takes them from the Cumberland Gap to Fort Boonesborough.
Their mission is to help celebrate
Kentucky's Bicentennial by honoring southeastern Kentucky's
role as a gateway to the state.
The journey began Oct. 9 when

HOG MARKET

Louisville area. Club members
travel in group rides on
weekends, but normally not this
far, they said.
This weekend the group is
stopping in Barbourville to participate in the Daniel Boone Festival Parade. The wagon train
spends most days traveling, and
stops at area schools and park for
the night. Area residents provide
them with bathing facilities and
potluck dinners.
They say the biggest hardships
they've been through are the cold
nights and heavy rain of the early
days of the journey. But that only
added to the adventure and ruggedness of the trip, they say.
Seventy-five percent of caravan members are retired. The rest
are either disabled or travelling
with a disabled person.
They say the ride is a good
way to get away from the hassles
of everyday life.
Bill Holton, who has cerebral
palsy, has driven a wagon with a
mule on it for the last three rides.
"For the past 20 years I've
hauled garbage in eight counties
on Monday from 5 a.m. to 6 p.m.
on Saturday," he said. "It's hurry, hurry, hurry.
"This takes all the hurry out of
life. It really slows things
down."

33 horse or mule-drawn wagons
traveled through the Gap, said
Wagon Master Pete Franklin.
Caravan members made some
history of their own when they
forged their own "gap" through
the hills of southeastern Kentucky and traveled across a mountain
that had been impassable for 25
years.
"When we came over that
mountain it just gave us an idea
of what people had to face when
they first came through here,"
said Taylorsville native James
LeCompte. "Only they didn't do
it for fun — they had to."
After passing through the
steep, rocky region near the
Knox/Clay county line, caravan
members proclaimed it their own
Cumberland Gap.
"That mountain was an experience," said 72-year-old Shelby
County resident Alberta Oldson.
"You get on those backroads and
it's like you're back in time."
Most in the caravan are members of the Kentucky Trailblazers, a saddle club based in the

4
3
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Beigp &
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Historic caravan participants follow path of pioneers

Cu ft heaped capaaty • Durable one peace steel way • Strong
one-piece hardwood handes • large pneumatic Ore tor easy
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Lilburn C. Linn, 74, Rt. 5,
Benton, died Sunday at 8:02 p.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He was a truck driver for a
trucking firm, a veteran of World
War II, and a member of Flint
Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Roberta Linn; two daughters, Mrs. Donna Whybark and
Mrs. Linda Treas, both of Rt. 5,
Benton; one sister, Mrs. Lucy
Stranak, Jackson, Tenn., formerly
of Murray; five grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. J. Russell Miller and the Rev. Jeff
Clayton are officiating.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery, Murray.

Survivors include one son, Prentice Ted Davenport, Richview;
one sister, Mrs. Hontas Hudson,
Murray; one granddaughter,
Claudia Shelton, Bloomington;
two great-grandsons.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy may
take the form of donations to a
favorite charity.

6 Cu. Ft. Steel Wheelbarrow

Work
$494
Gloves
Commode
Seat
Pair
49
whno & Bone

Lilburn C. Linn

years ago.
Her husband, Henry G. Davenport, two sisters, and five
brothers preceded her in death.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET CEO, INC.

0

Funeral rites for P.J. Cole will
be today at 3 p.m. at Grace Episcopal Church, Paducah. The Rev.
George Jaeger will officiate.
Burial will follow at 4 p.m. at
Grace Episcopal Memorial Gardens with Roth Funeral Home,
Paducah, in charge of
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may
take the form of contributions to
the Grace Episcopal Church
Youth Choir.
Mr. Cole, 65, Paducah, died
Saturday at 6:25 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. D.J. Cole; one daughter,
Mrs. Mary Madeline Kishler,
Newark, Ohio; four sons, James
Gregory Cole and Richard Kelly
Cole, Washington, D.C., Thomas
J. Cole, Sante Fe, N.M., and
Scott A. Cole, Tucson, Ariz.; one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Jo Ellen
Thompson, Bow, N.H.; two stepsons, Charles V. Henderson IV,
Mobile, Ala., and Preston Henderson, Westport, Mass.; one sister, Mrs. Georgeanna Todd,
Logan, Ohio; 18 grandchildren.

Hobart Dallas Hudson
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Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary Ann Johnson Clark;
one daughter, Pamela Clark,
Murray; two sons, Charles D.
Clark Jr. and wife, Joan, and Dr.
Hollis J. Clark and wife, Jeanne,
all of Murray; five grandchildren,
Christine Clark Thompson and
husband, Greg, Hollis J. Clark.
Jr., Matthew Clark, Charles Lansden Clark and Devlin M. Clark.

Services for Mrs. Magaline
Burton will be Wednesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale
and Harvey Elder will officiate.
Entombment will follow at
Coldwater Church of Christ
Cemetery.

1 106192 See sax* la details

Wheelbarrow

County Hospital or to the Hugh
L. Houston Memorial Scholarship
Fund at Murray State University.
Dr. Clark, 68, long-time Murray physician, died Sunday at
10:30 p.m. at his home. His death
followed an extended illness.

Mrs. Magaline Burton
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DEADLINES
:
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows
3
p.m.
Friday
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Edition
sday
Wedne
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Edition
ay
Saturd
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
010
Notice
020
Personals
025
Card of Thanks
030
In Memory
040
Lost & Found
050
EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
060
Situation Wanted
090
Business Opportunity
100
Instruction
110

190
370
390
400
550

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

130
140
150
155
160
165
17tr
180
200
210
220
260
380
410
540
560
570
240

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

ADOPTION Intelligent, devoted couple most anxious
to give love and a wonderful
future to your newborn. All
legal, medical and living
expenses paid. Let us help
Call collect
you
516-621-5574.

1
5,
m.
a
rid
in'

fe,
htid
5,

1Cy

rly
en;

t Effective Jan 2, 1991)

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run. 60% Discount 3rd Run.
,All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod )
81.75 per column inch extra for Tuesday.

..-

Days

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

140

Help
Wanted
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X DOLL HOUSE X
CAFE
X
v
Exotic Dancers
v
A
A Hwy. 79 Ea Psns, Term
X
X Mon.-Sat. 2-12 Midnight
X
297
901-642-4
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Classified Ad Rates

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

T.V. ivirg
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

060

ADJUSTMENTS
insertion of their ads
Advertisers aro requested to check the first
be responsible for
will
Times
&
for any error. The Murray Ledger
should be reported inumedlonly one incorrect insertion. Any error
ately oo corrections can be made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340'
For Rent or Lease
360

Personals

Notice

753-1916

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
' Sports Equipment
Firewood

025

020

TO 1/1.A:71.: AN AD CALL

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Now
Furnishings

Mobile
Somas For Rent

MUMS BARGAIN BIN

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209.

1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used FurnittlfII.Appliances, and Mac. Items
Use Ow Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

2"

1"

3"

5"

4"

6"

8"

7'

9"

10"

I

5.00

10.00

15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00

35.00

40.00

45.00 50.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00 80.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00

60.00_ 80.00_100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
254 per word $500 minimum let day.
St per word per day for each additional consecutive day
Guide:.
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping
82.00 extra for blind box ads

.110

3,10

280

ii)0
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Houses
Fir Rant

2BR, 1 bath, shower in
basement, new refrigerator, new in the wall a/c
Large fenced back yard,
children welcome Pets?
Walking distance to MSU.
Mobile
$550/mo plus deposit,
HOM4 Lots For Rant
lease, references AvailMOBILE Home Village, able Nov 1. 753-1116
available now $75/mo , in- 213R, all electric, house in
cludes water. Coleman RE, Panorama Shores. Kitchen
753-9898
with stove and refrigerator;
greatroom with wood burning fireplace insert 1 bath;
screened in porch; and
large deck. Washer/dryer
4 CAR clean-up shop, of hook-up available.
seclice, paved lot, air $275/mo. with $275
urity deposit and 1 year
753-4509
lease required. Phone
FOR Rent-Business Retail 753-6313, after 5pm, or
or Office Space in S. Side 842-8664.
Shopping Center.
2BR, w/d hook-up, near
753-4509 or 753-6612.
downtown, no pets, references and deposit re320
quired. 753-8463.

Real
Estate
MARINA/RESORT
Located near Murray, Ky
on Kentucky Lake, this fully
operating resort features 7
cottages, owner/caretaker
home, 32 slip boat dock
and 6 2 acres of prime
lakefront Contact KopRealty,
perud
502-753-1222

Hoses
For Side
2 STORY home on wooded
lot, 4br, 2 bath, custom oak
cabinets, greenhouse, window and unique floor plan,
$83,500. MLS *4399 Call
Kopperud Realty for your
showing. 753-1222.

CONDOMINIUM Located
in retirement capital, Murray, KY This maintenance
tree, 1300 sq ft, condo has
Ltd.
es
Properti
RE/MAX
bedrooms, 2 baths and
3
Dailey,
Paul
Bob Perrin,
garage Pnced in
spacious
BelBob Haley, Jean Bird
$70's. Call
Air Center 502-753-SOLD, the low
502-753-1222, Kopperud
1-800-369-5780.
Realty.

USED and antique furni- FIREPLACE insert, $193
SEEKING relatives in Murray. Father was George PART time day and night ture, glass, tools, quilts 3pc living room suite, extra
Woodson -Ingram, grand- positions available at SUB- 474-2262, 901-642-62'90
1992 MEDICARE
nice. 435-4438 after 6pm
parents Vince Ingram and WAY. Please apply in perINFORMATION
phone
No
12th.
Will
508N.
Ingram.
son,
150
Grundy
Lizzie
2on
Trte Medicare Catabe in Murray Oct. 28-Nov. calls.
Articles
strophic Coverage Act
Spoils
Ingram, 12
J
Willard
1
Sale
For
to
Your
people
440
has been repealed.
WANTED. 100
FREE 2 story house in
Equipmat
NJ
Milltown,
Place,
Phyllis
been
naneed has never
Lots
Hazel, KY. Must be torn
lose weight now. 100%
Black Labs.
WEEKS,
8
.
9
3
1
2
0
5
8
hunt8
0
metal
nall
LE
comprehe
greater for•
For Sale
tural, no willpower re- 2,3,64 stack electric hea- PORTAB
down. Call 901-247-3957
(leave
1-1225
Supple908-82
be
Medicare
sive
ing stands for sale. Can
quired. 100% guaranteed ters. 753-8665
leave message.
ment plan. Deductibles,
message).
2 CHOICE wooded lots in
seen folded up for easy
Call 502-554-8730
co-insurance and *noEast Y subdivision. FRESH on the market, nice
BABY bed w/rnattress and carrying 435-4307 after
napproved• charges can
WANTED barmaids, wait- springs, $50. 8hp B.S. 5pm.
060
150'x266'. $9000/both obo. 3br, 2 bath home w/central
cause your out-of-pocket
resses, dancers, $500 plus lawnmower motor, $125
Help
753-2556.
gas heat and central air, lg.
expenses to mount up.
weekly. Doll House Cate, Infant car seat, $30. HideWanted
detached garage w/
The Part A deductible
ion.
QUAIL Run Subdivis
Paris, TN 642-4297, 4-12 a -bed couch, $25
workshop and fenced yard.
you, or your insurance,
New subdivision located
DO you need a JOB, or do
must pay has been inMLS 014537. $51,000. Con5pm.
after
4
492-825
just two miles south of Muryou need help in making
creased to $662 in 1992.
tact Kopperud Realty,
the
for
water,
s
advance
sewer,
Has
Drivers
ray.
positive
exFor more information
BOGARD trucking and
A FIREWOOD foe sale.
3BR house, 1604 Main St,
.
ound 753-1222
future? We have 22 JOB
call:
Pull Ow
cavating, inc. We haul top 437-4667
central gas heat, a/c, cable and undergr
d
furnishe
4BR
or
3
2,
1,
quiet
beOPENINGS for people
McConnell
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
o, on campus. electricity. Prices range HOME for sale in
To The .1.8. Hunt Carw
apartments, nice, near uni- $450/m
16-22
of
of
to
$16,000.
section
ages
older
the
in
$9,900
from
tween
street
8
759-182
rap.
rip
rock,
ce
Agency
6
220
Insuran
1 days, 753-060
liestlrig For
versity. 753-6111 daytime, 753-611
Call Kopperud Realty, town near Murray Middle
years, if you are not in
nights
753-4199
Untainted Davi%
753-0606 nights.
753-1222, for plat and re- School. Home totally redeschool Call 753-9378 five
COMPUTER Technology
Widest
"our 29th year ofservice"
Trucldng School
days a week between
Plus offers: Computer
apt., partially furn- BEAUTIFUL 3br home in strictions. Hwy 641 South corated and ready for im1BR
8:00am-3:00pm. We are an
courses; business, private BUNDY Alto Saxophone, ished w/frig., some utilities Panorama Shores. Excel- to Tom Taylor Road, 600 mediate occupancy, cenGrads and Future
funded
is
project
This
instruction, including CAD good condition, $150. paid. 753-8634.
EOE.
lent country location. Many feet to subdivision on left. tral gas heat, central
GeMagic
Pizza
AURORA
Davin.
759-1776 after 5pm.
Kentucky
Western
electric cooling. Property
programs. 759-9158
the
by
extras. 615-358-3820 after
nuine hand tossed pizza,
elm
8Ssreen
as
WOODED building lots in also includes nice garage
1 OR 2br apts. new down- 4pm.
repair,
and
rece4444 troyortilen cope
fresh salads, sandwiches, Private Industry Counciltuning
PIANO
catwaLake
City
Heights.
Lynwood
FRESH Kentucky
town Murray. 753-4109
apt. with 2 car garage. Ofrim a Wel l.esoorionced yrbe
gyros Open all yew at JTPA
fish, live or dressed Murray 753-2099
NEW house in new deve- ter, natural gas, cablevi- fered at $75,000. Contact
Nord oafs ad ayedcene M5'.
aparty
5pm Closed Mon and
1 ROOM efficienc
DRIVERS..*Min age 23. •1
Bait Co., 753-5693
belie ly Isere b deve C tvre.
lopment, 3br, 2 bath, gas sion, 3 3/10 miles on 94
d, Kopperud
PIANO tuning, expert ser474-8119, year OTR exp. 'Spousal
Tues
ment, very near MSU, heat, central air, no pets, west from Murray City Lim- Bill Kopperu
Alit, CITMIT caw Maim pal
GottsJohn
.
repair
and
vice
excelcouch,
used
GOOD
1-800-649-3804
available now. Coleman deposit and lease required, its. 6% simple interest fi- Realty, 753-1222
nor abaft god pay kV break
riding program. 'Good pay
condition Also, little chalk, 753-9600.
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yoApeert
to-Poet
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753-9898
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acres, 4
5
CDL.
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with
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HOUSE
and benefits
$600/mo. 753-6609.
tering re 47 as elvers
girls name brand clothing, TENOR sax and upright
.
A., 3br, 2
C/G
or
753-1566
1
out.
753-584
miles
to 27c/mile. McClendon
refrigera
trecin adod arybanurdeet Slab by
VACANT, 1'/: bath house
sizes 8-12. 759-4142 after piano. 435-4458 after 5pm. 2BR apt., stove,
baths, LR, DR, kitchen, FR,
and steWA Jek CY dew mold
Trucking 1-800-633-7233.
tor furnished, under 753-5292
3:30pm.
ir Yds all by awing widlcerec. room, large utility.
450
RE,
n
.
Colema
$300/mo
No
ow
mewl
rs.
brine
Rome
Inspecto
fox
HOUSE
Large attached room.
wazArtaeatejpirigevy., exp.
GUN SAFES by Liberty, the
Finns
seeioersord Intesekn
753-9898.
y Will train.
360
Model
Deck, 3 car garage. 24x30
market
the
on
best
Sale
For
maw asounms II/OLCOMD Up tonecessar
22
Deepen,
Thurelbey.
$800 wkly. Call
For Rent
2BR duplex on 1409 B Hilloutbuilding Call 753-1279
at Simmons
display
on
web
II
end
pea
2
219-769-6649, ext. H-239,
Or Lases
ATTENTION Hunters 101
wood Dr , $325/mo.
Onaylvi
MAUR MANIC CENTERS
Security Systems, 810 SyUNMOOR.T N
9am to 9pm, 7 days.
9 miles west of NICE 3br, 2 bath w/carport,
NM Widow,* Rood
acres,
Murray, KY CHRISTOPHER'S COINS 759-4406
St,
age
camore
Self-stor
CREEKVIEW
leery. Id & 1-24 Eck 4
U.S. and foreign
offers
now
lots of deer and screened deck, above
Hazel,
and
ad
this
Bring
3.
753-940
Paducah. Kanluoky
and 2BR duplexes off 94E, no warehouses on Center turkey, $32,000 759-1701 ground pool, storage buildCoin
Hobee's
at
coins
sate
any
off
receive $100
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Beekeeping considered
a honey of a business

CLASSIFIEDS
530

sin

NEW bug shields for pick- 1990 CHEVY Beeuville.
Jpe and vans foreign and long wheel Mae van. Listed
domesoc, clear and smoke at $12,000. 753-0661.
sot_ $19 50rea Pick-up bed
mats. $34 50rea. Kirir Auto
Para Hwy 121S 753-5500.

s.'

used
Coss
1946 CHEVY to be restored, $600,4c749-1927
1969 VOLVO, 753-7928 or
753-1453
1970 BUICK LeSebre, runs
wood, needs transmesson,
$200 759-4617 or
753-7811 ask for David
1978 MG8, red, new black
convertible lop, good body
and intenor, needs mechanical work, $900
759-1776 after 5pm

•?

1983 CHEVROLET Caprice Classic, good condition 474-2355
1984 LINCOLN Mark VII
Good condition, new tires,
high mileage, $2900 obo
436-2755
1986 OLDS 98 Regency
Brougham, burgandy color,
excellent.condition, 58,000
miles Contact Bill Kopperud, 753-1222 days;
753-6620 evenings.
1988 CAMARO wrground
effects. V-8. 5-speed,
57ctx mules, asking $6000
437-4789
1988 HYUNDAI, low mileage needs minor repair
759-1551 days, 753-1229
nights

1950 FORD F1 stakebed.
Al original. Flathead V-8
recently rebuilt. Sound
body Runs great
436-5383 alter 5pm
1989 DODGE Ram Charger, 2wd, 42,xxx, greet to
haul kids' 489-2543
1990 SILVERADO pock-up.
extended cab with fiberglass topper, 23xxx miles
753-6784
1991 GMC Sierra SLE,
swb. 350. auto, arc Call
John or Ben Nix, 753-3785
after 5pm, or 759-9443 before 5pm

1989 WINNEBAGO Warner. 27', oenerator, a/c,
me:towage, color TV, awning, custom interior Excellent condition, 48xxx mass.
$28,000 firm 436-2261
530

&micas
Mend

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Keivinator-Ernerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341

or 753-1270

ANY remodeling, building,
painting, rooting References. 759-1110
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
ritSciurers Must pans
in stodi, on my truck Al
wort and parts warranted
Ask tor Andy at The Ap
'seance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
p•rience
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system. driveweys, hauling foundations
Mc 759-4664
BOB'S plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed 753-1134
BRYON'S Lawn Services
biking orders for fall leaf
pick-up 753-4591
BULLDOZING, backhoe
sepec system Call Horace
Sholar 354 8161 after
41Pfn
CARPET and vinyl installa
Don and repairs Glen Beb
bet, 759-1247
CARPORTS for car and
trucks Special sizes for
motor homes, boats, RV's
and etc Excellent prolix
Don, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and re
pees Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812

ROCKY COLSON Nome
Repair. Roofing. siding.
painting. plumbing. concrete Free estimates. Cal
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling. gravel,sand,dirt dnvoway rock 753-4545,
753-6763
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement, new
installation, pumping, sewers. footings, basements
Backhoe-loader service
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515

°is°
sToPssio
Ps 1-°'1(si
sAVES E

SOUNDPROOFING
RUBBER!
New advance in coating technology can work
wonders for your mobile home. PACE'S
WHITE-STAR reduces roof racket with soundproofing rubber. Waterproofs, Insulates! Actually lowers on-the-roof temperatures as much
as 35 divan's in the summer; conserves
inside heal in the winter. Just ONE COAT of
PACES WHITE-STAR adds years of protection to your toot- at low cost Call for more
information.
(Fres WIntartring During October)

Walt's Mobile Home
Repair
502-436-2776
HC Box 136 Haman, KY 46164

111111 a."*.•

Servkes
Offered

By KAREN OWEN
Owensboro Memersier-Inquine

NEWMAN, Ky. (AP) — Imagine a society where a female
rules and males are considered
useless except for reproduction.
The guys can't even feed themselves, but they eat so much the
females have to kick them out
during the winter for the good of
the group.
That's the miniature world
WILL clean gutters. beekeepers watch as they tend
$15-$25 Call early morn- their hives.
ing or evenings, 753-8908
As hundreds of bees climbed
over one another in a glass case
SHEETROCK finishing. here Saturday, serving a queen
SEWING machine repair
textured ceilings Larry bee laying eggs, members of the
Kenneth Barnhill
Christman 492-8742
753-2674
Green Valley Beekeepers group
traded tips on handling thousands
of the insects at a time.
"Life dn earth in all probability would cease without the honeybee," said George Jones, who
owns more than 100 hives.
Bees pollinate more than 90
agricultural crops worth more
than $20 billion each year, Jones
said.
"Honey is not the main
thing," he said. "Pollination is
what beekeeping is all about."
Although pollination occurs by
accident, as far as the bee is concerned, the process Jones
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
described didn't sound simple.
insertion
1
"A bee has to visit one flower
'7.50
eight times to pollinate properinsertions
2
'12.50
ly," and the visits have to occur
3 insertions
'15.00
between 6 and 9 a.m., he said.
Ads must be paid in advance
His bees have been rented by
J.C. Ellis Estate to pollinate
the
DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE: cucumbers,
but cucumbers aren't
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
good for honey production, Jones
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
said. The plants don't secrete the
Monday 3 p.m.
nectar the bees need to make
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
honey.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
The average hive in Kentucky
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
produces 75 pounds of honey a
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
SOUTNERLAND AND
LONG Construction. Home
repairs and remodeling.
roofing, room additions.
foundation work. Free estimates. No jobs too big or
too small Cal S&L Constuceon 753-3870 day or
night
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal kisured with lull
line of equipment Fre* esbmates. Day or night.
753-5484.
T.C. Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - Clewwig Sewer 1210/1212 Masn
Street 753 6111 office,
753-0606 alter 5pm

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Lammed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 New location Route 1,
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn , 753-0530

YARD
SALE
SEASON

,P-41 t4-

the
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

Singer credits God for recovery
GARDEN GROVE,Calif.(AP)
— Country singer Naomi Judd,
who retired last year after contracting chronic hepatitis, said
God has cured her of the liver
disease.
"Medical science is wonderful,
but I gotta go to a higher authority," Miss Judd told the congregation Sunday at the Crystal
Cathedral. "It worked. I'm in full
remission."
Her comments came during a
taping of —Ile Hour of Power"
television show with the Rev.
Robert Schuller. The show will
air next weekend.
Miss Judd, an Ashland, Ky.,

GUTTERING By Sears
Sews residential and cornniercial continuous gutters
installed for your specific:aborts. Call Sews 753-2310
for free estnnete.
HADA WAY Construction
Home remodeling, panting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering. No iob too
small 436-2052
HOME Improvement Specialist. Vinyl siding, windows, carports, and pees
enclosures 753-0280

...,Steele-Allbritten, Inc.,
NEW Discovery For
Mobile Home
Roofs!

1

Wiese

A-1 TOWNicountry yard
mowing,Iandscaping ,tree
ernming.tree removal.light
hauling Free estimates
Till Lamb, 436-2528.
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free CHIM Chlm Chimney
estimates 753-0906 alter Sweeps has 10% senior
1990 TEMPO GL, 47xxx 5pm. 759-9816, 753-0495 citizen discounts We sea
Tiles, loaded, excellent
chimney caps and screens
condition $6800 436-2917
435-4191
after 4pm
COLSON'S Home Repair
Steely
1991 CHEVY Cavalier RS,
Remodeling, carpentry,
Blackball
red 34 xxx miles
painting arid plumbing
Service
753-4286
436-2575 after 5pm
Saute Tint & Selrefl
CONSTRUCTION, custom
CAR Stereo Installation
BouleSunset
753..0113.
framing, additions, sollor
753-8158
vard Music Murray's Algreenhouses new homes
pine Car Audio Speoalist, A-1 TREE removal 8 tree Tripp Williams 753-0563
Dixieland Center 1 tiodc trimming Light hauling 8
COUNTERTOPS, custom
from MSU dorms
odd jobs Free estimates. Homes, trailers, offices
436-2102, ask for Luke
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
AA TREE trimming and 436-5560
yard mowing 436-2102 CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
ilses
ask kJ/ Paul
and Cooing Service Com'490 CHEVY Aso Van
plete installation and serCarpenBuilders
ALPHA
ceded 44xxx miles navy
Call Gary at
vice
porches,
remodeling,
try,
and silver 437-4902
rooting. concrete, drive- 759-4754
ways, painting, mainteLILL size 1983 Chevy nance. etc Free estimates DRYWALL, finishing. repairs, additions and blowConversion van a/c 489-2303
ing ceilings 753-4761
cruise am/fm cassette. excellent condition $5500 AL'S hauling, yard work. EXTERIOR/Interior paint753-9371 after 5pm or tree removal. mowing Free ing Workmanship guaranestimates. 759-1683
weekends
teed 1-527-7382
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FOR bushhogging, leveling
din or gravel and seeding
CURT= ICITCHEN CABINETS
yards, call 753-3413
CVIII0611 WOODWORKING
All Types Of
GENERAL Repair plumbCUSIOITI Woodworking
ing, roofing. tree work
436-2642
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
GERALD WALTERS
•:)'01) by & see our snowroor,
Roofing. vinyl siding, paint
Ne,pv 6.4,RPAC, Beene.: B.,,ny Einmac
irig Free essmates 18
'SIS.94C
1)•7
years experience Local re
,
aA0411.1111
s'S'1\11..Filimierni
ferences. 489-2267

I;III
l
11:1_OJ If.1,H11 11 in
Service on all brands window ar conditioners
freezers - washers - dryers
reingerators
microwaves dishwashers - gas 8 electric ranges

530

Services
Offered

K B ASSOCIATES General construction, remodeling,(wages,dedis. patios.
interior trirn 753-0834
KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors 8
frames with woodgrain for
mica all colors Free esti
mates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
LEES CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery cal 753 5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal
LICENSED for etricinc and
gas 753-7203
MOBILE home set ups
Free sairnams 750-2570.
8an, 5pm
PLUMBING repartnen valet
same day service Cal
436 5255
Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service Al work
guaranteed 492-8816
RAYMOND Bynum
Contractor 25. years
imminence Buikling and
remodeling Call 753 8704
anytime
REFINISHING. stripping.
custom woodworking
7153-8066

native, contracted the liver ailment in 1990 and retired from the
hit mother-daughter duo The
Judds last year. Daughter Wynonna has gone on to a solo career.
Miss Judd was hesitant when
Schuller asked whether she plans
to return to the stage.
"I'm living one day at a
time," she said.
Since retiring, Miss Judd said,
she has spent time writing her
autobiography and researching
the connection between body,
mind and spirit.
"God is the deepest source of
my identity," she told the
congregation.

Commissioner warns companies
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —
Florida's insurance commissioner
has warned companies that
missed his deadline for inspecting
hurricane-related claims that he
may hire his own adjusters to do
the job, and then bill the insurers.
Sixteen percent,of Florida's
insurance industry missed the
deadline of last Thursday, Commissioner Tom Gallagher said

Monday.
Gallagher had set the deadline

for inspecting all claims from
Hurricane Andrew that had been
filed by Sept. 15.

The Aug. 24 hurricane destroyed or damaged about 138,000
homes in South Florida and
caused an estimated $20 billion
in damage.

Contract Bridge
A Trusty Counter-Weapon

year, but "I have gotten 400
pounds off one hive," Jones said.
"The bee pasture in Kentucky
is not what it used to be," he
said. Herbicides and roadside
mowing have eliminated many of
the bees' sources of food.
Beekeeping and honey production did not become popular in
Kentucky until World War II,
Rome beekeeper Fred Hagman
said. It was used as a sweetener
when sugar was being rationed
because of the war.
But honey isn't the only cash
crop from a hive. Sheffie Coleman displays figurines made of
beeswax. The material is also
used to make cosmetics and car
and furniture polishes.
"Your best candles are made

of beeswax," Jones said.
Egyptian mummies have been
unearthed, revealing beeswax that
is still pliable after 2,000 years
and honey that is still unspoiled,
Hagman said.
Coleman, who has two hives,
said she picked up beekeeping as
a hobby from her father.
"They have interesting ways,"
she said. "No two hives are
going to do the same thing."
When she opens her hives,
"you see thousands of beady
black eyes looking at you," she
said. "I cover up from head to
toe because I'm afraid of them."
Jones said he took up beekeeping after his mother married a
beekeeper, but the marriage
didn't work out, and the hives sat
in the family's yard for a few
years.
When his mother asked him to
retrieve some honey for her, he
managed to, but not before he
suffered multiple stings.
"Mother enjoyed it, but I was
black and blue," he said.

Mortician charged after dumping body
RICHMOND,Texas(AP) — A
mortician has been charged with
abusing a corpse for dumping a
man's body on his son's doorstep
in a dispute over the price of a
cremation.
Newell Evans, who was
indicted on Monday, could get a
year in jail and a $3,000 fine if
convicted.
Larry Bojarski, 37, found his
father's body outside his apartment door last week wrapped

only in a sheet. George Bojarski,
66, died of cancer on Oct. 9.
The younger Bojarski said he
had paid $299 of $683 for a cremation, and when he went to pay
the balance, he was told it would
cost $2,000 and if he didn't pay,
the body would be returned.
Evans admitted leaving the
body on the doorstep. He said the
younger Bojarski would not sign
a cremation order and refused to

pay.

Horoscopes
WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 21, 1992
For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE who works behind the scenes will
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: pull strings on your behalf.
More reflection and advance plan- Romance is thrilling hut requires
ning will mean greater peace of diplomacy.
VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
mind. December brings a unique
Lareer opportunity. Move swiftly to Live up to your family obligations
take over new duties. Domestic but do not become a doomiat. Landadjustments in early 1993 lead to ing new business helps you increase
improved family harmony. Sharpen your earnings. A former romantic
your skills and develop a natural tal- partner could re-enter your life. Go
ent. Going back to school could slow.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): An
boost your earning potential.
Expanding a communications net- older person holds the trump card in
work will create special rewards a wheeling-dealing situation. A famnext May. Emphasize your public ily problem resurfaces, taxing your
relations experience. A summer patience. Hear all sides before making any suggestions.
romance continues into the fall.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: jazz legend Dizzy Try to reach an agreement on a
Gillespie. actress Carrie Fisher, money matter so you will not be disauthor Ursula Le Guin. musician tracted from your other responsibilities. Spending time with someone
Elvin Bishop.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): special signals the start of a great
Travel enjoys highly favorable relationship.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
influences now. Get in touch with
people who are doing exciting 21): Confidential dealings will bring
things in other parts of the country. financial gains this week. It pays to
explore new regions and seek
A new partnership fits like a glove.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): knowledge from people in other
Domestic affairs continue to occupy walks of life.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
your thoughts. Be willing to make
intelligent compromises. A brief 19): A gracious. receptive approach
separation could make the heart lets you stay on good terms with
bigwigs. Steer a steady financial
grow fonder.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): course. Be a thrifty, disciplined.
Business and financial negotiations strictly-by-the-book person.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. IS):
are highly sensitive now. Any rocking of the boat would be ill-advised. A stable work situation helps you
Take your time and try to operate on reduce tension in your personal life.

spade bid was not based on the normal complement of at least 17 highcard points generally associated with
a jump-shift response, but his bid
85
may be accepted as correct,consider•A Q 96 3
ing theenormous power of his spades.
• A4
South was on the verge of a slam the
•K QJ 72
moment his partner opened the bidEAST
WEST
ding, and he announced that news
*J 8
893
by the immediate jump-shift.
•K 10 8
V 742
East's double of six spades, by
•Q 8 5 3
•.1 10 96 2
contrast, was conventional. In the
•A 1094
+653
Any financial problems need to be
the private level.
given sequence,it asked West to lead
SOUTH
openly with family memdiscussed
22):
2.4•July
(June
CANCER
—
the first suit bid by dummy
• A K Q 10 76 4 2
tension could start to show bers. Use your originality to attract
Pent-up
namely, hearts.
• 5
itself today. Adopt a mature, concil- new business.
The significance of the double iatory approach and others will take
K7•
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
was not loin upon North, who real*5
a temporary alliance You will gain a big advantage if you
Even
cue.
your
Athe
through
ized that a heart-lead
The bidding
will produce considerable financial go out of your way to help someone
C4 could prove fatal. So North very gains.
South West
North East
today. Avoid unnecessary hassles.
contract
a
notrump,
Pass
wisely ran to six
2
Pass
1,
22): A pet Take care of a financial obligation
23-Aug.
(July
LEO
which proved untouchable against
['ass
4
Pass
3+
project will get the green light soon. before you have to be reminded.
any opening lead He lost • club Be careful what you sign. Someone
Pass
6
Pass
5•
trick, but that was all.
Pass
Pam
Oble
Pane
East was in the unfortunate posi6 NT
TODAY'S CHILDREN: Politeness is the hallmark of these well-manOpening lead — three of diamonds tion where, if he passed six spades, nered youngsters. Count on them to settle their differences in a civilized
West would probably lead a diamond, fashion, whether on the playground or in the hoard room. Precise and
It is said that in war every new while if he doubled, he risked chas- methodical, these bright Libras appreciate tidy surroundings apd a well
weapon gives rise to a counter, ing the opponents into six notrump ordered lifestyle. The ideal job will give them plenty of scope forTheir orga
the same way,many on the whole. East was right to niiational talents. A late marriage would be best for these somewhat fickle
weapon. In
bidding and play conventions can fre- double,since there was no assurance Libras. They tend to he "in love with love" in their 20s.
quently be turned against their users that either North or South would
r„ noir, a reviled and updaFed or" of haw Mum's heii-velhop hone( "Yestnnip, T.111 And F ,aes
budge after the double. In the actual • 140. A.inoklin Can ''r's Hnd Your Place God's Mo.- *end
plus ld pm...tar and handbnv
Consider this deal where the hid
way.
either
soul
lost
Rot 4191.10 Kiinsol Co). Mo MI-I1 Make Joe,ks RaNahie
• 1A1,11.11 ,./o Andrew.. and M Met I P
ding went as shown. South's two case, East WWI a
Andre.. NO Mt Meel
Tomorrow Even when you lope you win

North dealer
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
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Looking Back

Today in history
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Today is Tuesday. Oct. 20, the 294th day of 1992. There are 72
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago. on Oct. 20. 1892, the city of Chicago held
an elaborate ceremony to dedicate the World's Columbian Exposition,
celebrating the 400th anniversary of the arrival of Christopher Columfollowbus. (However, the exposition did not officially open until the
ing May.)
On this date:
In 1740, Maria Theresa became ruler of Austria, Hungary and
Bohemia upon the death of her father, Holy Roman Emperor Charles
VI.
In 1803, the U.S. Senate ratified the Louisiana Purchase.
In 1944, during World War II, Gen. Douglas MacArthur stepped
ashore at Leyte in the Philippines, declaring, "I have returned."
In 1947, Hollywood came under scrutiny as the House UnAmerican Activities Committee opened hearings into alleged Corn.
munist influence and infiltration in the movie industry.
In 1977, three members of the rock group Lynyrd Skynyrd were
killed in the crash of a chartered plane near McComb, Miss.
In 1979, the John F. Kennedy Library, containing memorabilia,
papers and other reminders of the Kennedy administration, was dedicated in Boston.
Ten years ago: The St. Louis Cardinals defeated the Milwaukee
Brewers, 6-3, to win the seventh and deciding game of the World
Series.
Five years ago: Ten people were killed when an Air Force jet
crashed into a Ramada Inn hotel near Indianapolis International Airport after the pilot, who was trying to make an emergency landing,
ejected safely.
One year ago: Fire broke out in the hills above Oakland, Calif.; the
fire killed 25 people and destroyed more than 3,000 homes. The
Israeli Cabinet voted in favor of attending the upcoming Middle East
peace conference. The Minnesota Twins won game two of the World
Series, beating the Atlanta Braves, 3-2.
Today's Birthdays: Radio-television personality Arlene Francis is
84. Columnist Art Buchwald is 67. Baseball hall-of-famer Mickey
Mantle is 61. Actor William Christopher is 60. Actor Jerry Orbach is
57. All-star first baseman Keith Hernandez is 39.
Thought for Today: "Next to ingratitude, the most painful thing to
bear is gratitude." — Henry Ward Beecher, American clergyman
(1813-1887).

Ten years ago
Murray City Planning Commissioners are studying revisions
designed to update Murray City
Zoning Ordinance adopted in
1969, according to Planning
Director Steve Zea.
Robert Baar, professor of music at Murray State University, is
new director of Paducah Symphony Orchestra for the 1982-83
season.
M.C. Garrott writes about Dorothy McKenzie in his column,
"Garrott's Galley."
The Golden Aires, The Neighbors, The Prophets and The Wandereres will be featured at a benefit gospel singing for Need Line
on Oct. 24 at Murray Middle
School. Dwane Jones will be
master of ceremonies.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bolls, Sept.
28.

Twenty years ago
Henry Bannon, assistant professor of voice at Murray State
University, will present a recital
on Oct. 24 in Farrell Recital Hall
of Fine arts building, MSU. Marie Taylor will be accompanist.
Jo Ann Harmon, nutritionist
for Calloway County Health
Department, and Barletta
Wrather, county extension agent,
are conducting weight control
classes at Calloway County
Health Center.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Riley and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Harrison, Oct. 12.
Brenda Newberry, Dee Lamb,
Euldene Robinson, Doye Morris,
Frances Churchill, Nell Robbins,
Sybil Lasater, Audrey Roberts,
Alma McNeely and Louise Short
are new officers of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the

Eastern Star.
Thirty years ago
Enrollment at Murray State
College is now 3,606, according
to Don Hunter, registrar.
The main lodge building of
Moon's Lodge Resort on Kentucky Lake near Paris Landing
was destroyed by fire early yesterday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Ermon E. Collie
will be married for 50 years on
Oct. 27.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Rickman and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Barnes.
Charles Tipton Curd, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Curd, has
been elected vice president of
The Footlighters, a club composed of drama students at David
Lipscomb College, Nashville,
Tenn.

DEAR ABBY: My husband has
practiced medicine in a fairly large
city for more than 30 years. Why do
patients call him at home? He has
an answering service to handle his
telephone calls on weekends and
after office hours.
When a patient calls our home, I
have to call the answering service
and have him paged. He has
patients calling him at home in the
evenings who say they didn't want
to bother him during office hours!
Abby, he has a receptionist to
answer calls, and his patient charts
are at his office. There were times

BLONDIE
WHAT DID YDU
wANT TO SEE
ME AJ30Lrr,
8055 7
SuMTIA0

to
he
he

when he had to go back to his office do not give their home numbers
to their patients. Nor should
to review the patient's chart.
Friends and relatives "don't they — with few exceptions.
want to bother him at his office," so Perhaps it's time your husband
they call him during dinnertime at worked out an agreement with
home. These are not emergency another doctor (or two) to hancalls — they want a prescription, or dle each other's calls on a rotatthink they are coming down with ing basis so they can all enjoy
some free time.
whatever is "going around."
We have an unlisted number; we
DEAR ABBY: I just got my One
can't keep on changing it. You
would be doing a lot of physicians a Gallon Club pin from my local blood
bank. My peers are in awe, but it
big favor if you printed this.
THE DOCTOR'S WIFE was easy!
Several times a year (not more
DEAR WIFE: Most physicians than every two months), I go to

Am

I DIDN'T
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JUST WANTED TO 5F_E
YOU IN YOUR OFFICE

By GARY LARSON
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/ NEED RYE MINUTES TO MYSELF... ILIST FIVE /MINUTES
TO SIT IN TOTAL SILENCE,
COMPLETELY BY MYSE

. Come OVER?' YOU WANT
TO COME OVER AND SEE THE

VES! COME OVER!
WIN
WE'RE NOT DOING ANYTHING!
HA, HA BY ALL MEANS
COA1E OVER!'

Dr. Gott

THE NEED TO SHOW OFF
SURPASSES ALL OTHER
HUMAN INSTINCTS.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
WW1'S UJi1H GoRD?Ha.
WAS FINE ON FRIDAY.
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10-20 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate
1 Obstruct
2 The self
3 Period of
time
4 Cyd Chartsse
and Fred
Astaire, e g
5 Biblical

4

6

5

wicked city
6 Conjunction
7 Bespatter
8 Fish sauce
9 Ejects. as
lava
10 Tree trunk
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Tavern stock
Wiped out
Annoys
Three-toed
sloth
23 Vessel
24 "William —
Overture"
25 Sun god
10 II
9
26 Female rutf
30 Pamphlets
14
32 Aroma
33 Emerges
victorious
1811
36 Cover
37 Glossy
fabrics
40 Annually
43 Artificial
language
31 32 33
45 Note of scale
47 Solemn vows
38
48 Afternoon
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44 Printer's
measure
46 Stewards
48 Spoor
51 Surfeit
52 Corn plant
part
53 He's The
Terminator"'
inits.
55 — fly
59 Be ill
60 Cummerbund
62 Speech part
63 Crafty
64 Cravats
65 Sow

1 Legal
document
5 Soft drink
9 Recede
12 Site of Taj
Mahal
13 Spoken
14 Fish eggs
15 Groaned
17 Exist
18 Rubber tree
19 Cut
21 Frolic
23 Banner
27 That thing
28 Listens to
29 Deposit
31 Seed
34 Negative
prefix
35 Hunting dogs
38 UK Princess
39 Work at one's
trade
41 Female deer
42 Hank —
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CATHY
THE CHILDREN ARE SLEEPING!
THEY'RE BOTH SLEEPING AT
ONCE !...I NEED A SHOWER...
I NEED A MEAL...I NEED A NAP.

DEAR DAVID: You are a philanthropist. There is a crucial
need for blood and you care
enough to routinely donate it,
which is the ultimate lifesaving
gift to the person who needs it.

DEAR DICKIE: Touche.
Another reader's comment on
"Baffled's" rebuke: "The same
thing happened to me when I
held the door open for a woman
who didn't appreciate it. I
explained,'I held the door open
for you not because of your gender, but because of your age'!"
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blood bank, take some routine medical tests, and then 1 go to the donation section.
There they paint my arm with
disinfectant, jab me with a needle,
and hand me a rubber ball to
squeeze while I sit like a couch
potato watching television. After 15
or 20 minutes, the needle is painlessly removed, my arm is bandaged, and I go to the "goody table"
where I'm stuffed with cookies,
candy and orange drink. Then I'm
given a pin saying,"I gave blood."
I'm made to feel like a philanthropist even though I haven't
donated a dime in cash. What could
be easier?
DAVID RUBIN,
STATEN ISLAND, N.Y.

DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to the letter from "Baffled in
Beaverton," who was rebuked by a
woman because he held the door
open for her.
I work -A for an 89-year-old gentleman wao held the door open for a
woman who then stunned us and
passersby when she screamed,"You
don't have to hold the door open for
me just because I'm a lady!" He
tipped his hat and said,"Madam, I
held the door open for you not
because you are a lady, but because
I am a gentleman."
DICKIE IN ST. LOUIS
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Forty years ago
Patsy Ann Kingins and Craig
Morris of Calloway County
received ribbons for projects at
Purchase District 4-H Achievement meeting held at Paducah.
New officers of Young Men's
Business Club are M.C. Ellis,
Walter Baker, Alfred Lindsey and
Ivan Rudolph.
The Advisory Council of Calloway County Homemakers met
recenty with Mrs. Curtis Hays,
president, presiding. Rachel Rowland is county home demonstration agent.
Mrs. Elmus Beale and Mrs.
H.P. Wear presented a program
on "Ideals of Old South" at a
meeting of J.N. Williams Chapter
of United Daughters of the Confederacy held at the Beale home.
Murray High School Tigers
lost to Madisonville Maroons in a
football game.

Dear Abby
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you define
fibromyalgia and its prognosis?
DEAR READER: Fibromyalgia, a
poorly understood disorder of unknown cause, is characterized by
muscular pain, stiffness and tenderness. The condition frequently affects
anxious, tense and depressed young
women. It may be related to stress
and physical strain.
The diagnosis is made by excluding
other, similar diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis.
Fibromyalgia may suddenly disappear without treatment. Or it may become chronic, requiring long-term
use of anti-inflammatory drugs, such
as Motrin. Nonetheless, the prognosis
is favorable because fibromyalgia
does not affect vital organs and is not
a hazard to health.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I hear different
medical views on the role of Vitamins
in combating or shoring up the body's
defenses against chronic illness such
as hepatitis. Should a person's diet be
augmented by a particular vitamin if
she has suffered from past hepatitis
infections and if she continues to manifest elevated liver enzyme counts? If
so. what particular vitamins would be
effective?
DEAR READER Supplemental or
'megadose' vitamins are not necessary to shore up the body's defenses
Ordinarily, a diet that contains the
recommended daily allowances of all
the vitamins should suffice. (Studies
of vitamins C. E and others are ongoing because these vitamins may have
specific roles in treating certain conpremature
as
such
ditions,
arteriosclerosis.)
I'm concerned about two observations in your question.
First, elevated liver enzymes after
hepatitis indicate that the liver remains inflamed. This suggests one of
the dreaded complications of liver infection: chronic hepatitis, which can

lead to cirrhosis and liver failure.
In my opinion, any patient with persisting, elevated liver enzymes should
be examined by a gastroenterologist
for the purpose of a possible liver biopsy. This test will indicate the severity of the disorder and may provide
clues about appropriate treatment.
Second, if the person in your question has been self-administering large
doses of vitamins, her elevated liver
enzymes may be a direct consequence
of this impropriety. Excess quantities
of vitamin A, niacin and 86 can cause
severe liver damage
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Movie fans swipe
'Schwing' signs
YORBA LINDA, Calif.
(AP) — A city councilman
seeking re-election first
blamed political opponents
when his campaign signs disappeared. Then Mark Schwing
found out about "Wayne's
World."
Schwing had never seen the
running "Saturday Night
Live" comedy skit that
became a bit feature film.
When goofball characters
Wayne and Garth set women
they find attractive, they yell
"schwing" — a somewhat
off-color equivalent of a wolf
whistle.
"1 thought it was kind of
funny when I found out it was
young fans of the movie,"
Schwing said Monday.
His signs read simply
"Schwing," with a check
mark in a box.
Most of the 300 signs put
out in mid-September at a cost
of $1,000 have disappeared,
said Schwing, who is running
against four other candidates.
"They were disappearing
literally within an hour of
being put up," he said.
Rather than hurt his campaign, the thefts might actually
help because of many news
reports, he said.
"Most of the voters I've
spoken to say they've heard
about it," he said. "They've
gotten a good chuckle out of
it. It's made up for losing the
signs."
Schwing's campaign buttons
are equally sought by teens.
"We're happy to give them
buttons and we'll even give
them a sign, but they have to
promise to keep it in their yard
until the election," he said.
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NASA ac
WASHINGTON (AP) — Neartechly two years after accepting
in
flaws
for
ations
explan
nical
the Hubble Space Telescope, the
federal government is investigating whether the manufacturer
withheld critical information that
might have prevented costly and
embarrassing failures.
A NASA investigating board
found in November 1990 that the
manufacturer of Hubble's lenses,
Perkin-Elmer Corp.'s former
optics division, ignored three test
failures and did not consult its
own experts in building the
defective $1.5 billion instrument.
NASA engineers are designing
a repair with corrective lenses
and a crew of astronauts is training for a December 1993 mission
to put them on.
The space agency's inspector
general, Bill Colvin, acknowledged Monday that a legal investigation has continued into the
S451 million contract.
"It's not a renewed interest;
the interest has been there all
along," Colvin said after The
Ncw York Times reported that
the inquiry has uncovered evidence "important clues" to the
flaw had been hidden.
The newspaper said the Justice

Judge selected
for Denny
assault trial
LOS ANGELES (AP) — After
two months of squabbling
between the defense and prosecution, a white judge has been
selected for the trial of three
blacks charged with beating a
white trucker at the start of the
Los Angeles riots.
Superior Court Judge John
Ouderkirk, a former prosecutor
and policeman, is the fourth
judge tapped for the job, and both
sides appeared satisfied Monday.
"We are happy with him and
we ,A ill work with him," said Edi
M.0 Faal, a lawyer for defendant
Damian Williams.
The other judges were removed
after one or both sides objected.
Williams, Henry Watson and
Antoine Miller are charged with
attempted murder and other
offenses in the April 29 attack on
Reginald Denny. A TV crew in a
helicopter broadcast the beating
live.
The defendants could get life
in prison if convicted.

the space agency into thinking
the telescope's 8-foot mirror was
perfect.
In one case, the newspaper
said, a photograph of a test of the
mirror's smoothness, known as
an interferogram, was clipped
around its edges, stripping it of

Department was preparing to ask
the company for substantial damages. Perkin-Elmer's optics division in Danbury, Conn., was sold
to the Hughes aircraft subsidiary
of General Motors Corp. in 1989
and is now called Hughes Danbury Optical Systems.
Richard Dore, a spokesman for
Hughes, said the company had
not been contacted by the government. He added:
"We don't feel any claims
The state Office of Emergency
PARKFIELD, Calif. (AP) —
against Hughes would be wares issued a "level-A"
Servic
An earthquake warning has been
ranted. Since the government has
warning late Monday night.
issued for this small town after a
not brought up any charges or
"That means we expect an
quake shook the area
claims, it's inappropriate for us moderate
uake between 5.5 and 6.0
earthq
seismologists have preto get into a discussion because it where
to occur in Parkfield in the next
larger temblor before the
might have occurred before we dicted a
hours," she said.
72
end of 1992, official said.
eld is a ranching town of
even acquired the company."
Parkfi
A quake measuring 4.5 on the
The Justice Department had no
35 people about 170
about
only
Richter scale hit a remote stretch
ast of San Francisco.
comment.
southe
miles
Andreas fault at 10:28
uakes have never
earthq
The telescope, launched in of the San
us
y, said U.S. Geologi- Previo
damage, Jorgenson
April 1990 from the space shuttle p.m. Monda
major
caused
spokeswoman Pat
Discovery, cannot be focused cal Survey
said.
son.
Jorgen
nchproperly because its 94.5-i
Because of the regular seismic
te
e
the
modera
Officials believ
diameter primary mirror is too
y near Parkfield, it is the
activit
quake is an indication that a larflat in the center.
only area where the geological
hit soon in ParkLew Allen, who headed the ger quake could
survey has issued a specific prethat seismoloNASA investigation late that field — the quake
diction on the approximate time
several years ago
year, said both Perkin-Elmer and gists predicted
and magnitude of a quake.
would occur by the end of 1992,
NASA were at fault.
That was in April 1985, when
But they say
"NASA had every right to Joregenson said.
survey predicted that a
the
e is likely in the
expect that Perkin-Elmer would little damag
magnitude-6 quake would rock
ted area.
have done a better job with this," sparsely popula

wavy lines indicating trouble.
Hubble is the most powerful
telescope ever sent into space and
despite its flaws has had spectacular results. When the corrective
lenses are put on, it is expected
to see 12 times better than it does
now.

Earthquake alert issued in California
the Parkfield segment of the San
Andreas Fault by January 1993.
In Monday night's quake, there
were no reports of injuries or
damage Monday night, although
several residents called authorities saying they felt the shaking,
according to police in Paso
Robles, about 20 miles to the
southwest.
Earlier this month, several
smaller quakes struck the area,
prompting officials to order
lower-level alerts.
A magnitude-3.1 quake hit Oct.
4, followed by two quakes measuring 2.7 on Oct. 5 and some
weaker jolts Oct. 7.
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Trump Plaza
discriminated
to please gambler
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) —
Trump Plaza Hotel and Casino
has lost a bid to overturn a
S200,000 fine imposed for
removing black and female
employees from its tables when a
high roller known for racist outbursts was gambling.
"In our view, the transcript
fairly reeks of Trump Plaza's
guilt." a state appeals court said
Monday.
The Casino Control Commission ruled in 1991 that the gaming hall engaged in discrimination to accommodate what they
believed to be the preferences of
Robert LiButti, a thoroughbred
horse consultant from Secaucus.
The commission has since
banned LiButti from Atlantic
City's 12 casinos. The state
alleged that LiBuui would fly
into a rage when losing and make
racially and sexually derogatory
remarks toward blacks, Jews,
Asians and women.
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